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      —provocations
1. In LA there is an encounter happen-

ing between performance artists from two 
distinct fields: dance and visual art. These two 
fields are demarcated by specific languages 
and histories. For visual artists, it is a language 
that interrogates representation: I am a visual 
artist, I want to know what a performance 
is about, what it refers to and to what other 
artworks it speaks to. For dancers, there is no 
less of an interest in history or referentiality, 
but dance, as Ryan Kelly puts it is, “a rarified 
vocabulary of gestures as foreign to [visual 
artists] as the rarified vocabulary of gesture 
in abstract geometric painting is familiar to 
them.” I would argue that performance artists 
who come from a Visual Arts background 
should learn the history of dance–not only 
to better apprehend the ideas present in the 
work of dancers, but because the work we do 
inevitably involves movement, timing, velocity 
and the placement of our bodies in space. 
In short, whether we know it or not, dance 
frames what we do when we make perfor-
mance art.

 2. Audiences can choose not to privilege 
referential readings of performance art. This is 
not to say that we should, or can, turn off our 
analytical lenses. We can, however, choose to 
balance our analysis with a focused awareness 
on what is felt through our bodies towards 
the performance. Sensory awareness and pres-
ence are skill sets learned through practice 
and training.

3. As a rule, dance-based art is oriented 
towards the living audience; the people that 
show up to the event. These works don’t 
leave much of a trace for future audiences 
to contemplate. As more and more dancers 
migrate to visual arts oriented venues where 
their bodies are viewed as objects and, by 
extension, commodified, there are more and 
more exceptions to this rule.

4. To performance artists of all stripes: 
Rehearse, Rehearse, Rehearse. 

-BG

Migration Diagram in LA:  encounter between dancers and visual 
artists in one of a growing number of dance oriented  arenas in  los 
angeles. in LA the walls around these arenas have yet to be drawn, the 
lenses are resolutely pointed outward and the artists perfoming within 
them waver  between subject and object in the blink of an eye.

General Migration: dancers and visual artists are migrating towards 
performance art. in general, performance art takes place in visual arts 
oriented arenas. the performer is generally regarded like an object in 
these places. 

Two Primary Arenas for Performance Art
 (Places / Head Spaces) 

VISUAL ARTS ORIENTED ARENA

object

OBJECTSUBJECT

DANCE ORIENTED ARENA

Lenses viewing
 performer Lenses viewing

 performer 

Lenses seeking 
forms

Lenses seeking 
forms
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Brian Getnick: I wanted to revisit our earlier conversation, where it seemed 
you were frustrated by the way some performance artists haphazardly use 
movement and dance in their work.

Hana van der Kolk: I think there are a few issues, and one has to do with 
bodily training. Part of what defines dance is that it’s done by dancers. 
And what makes dancers dancers is that they’ve gone through this rigor-
ous training. It’s a culture, a lifestyle, and that’s different than making work 
without that as your identity. Whatever issues, themes and structures danc-
ers work with, it’s always in dialogue, whether they like it or not, with this 
bodily training. It’s important to acknowledge this as a difference. People 
who are making performance art don’t necessarily have that in their bodies.

bg: What is the difference between a performance artist that incorpo-
rates movement vs. a trained dancer who uses dance as the main form of 
communication, but includes other disciplines in their work? For instance 
Miguel Gutierrez* is a dancer who uses other tropes such as comedic 
monologues and music, but when he dances it’s clear he’s an artist with a 
dancer’s training.

hv: When I get into these discussions about disciplinary boundaries, I 
get frustrated because I think they are so artificial. But then again, you don’t 
make work in a vacuum. You are always in dialogue with other work being 
made in LA and the world. You are in dialogue with history, and in order 
to communicate with an audience, the consideration of those histories is 
important because inevitably people will read the piece through certain 
lenses. There is some work that refuses to do this within the category of 
performance art. Nobody looks at it without their lenses, it’s just what we 
do when we look.

bg: I have been wondering what the core expectations were for the art 
audience witnessing performance in visual art oriented spaces and I came 
up with ‘concept’ and ‘presence.’ The delivery and handling of the con-
cept is the expected rigor for the performance artist. The word ‘presence’ 
however is less clear. As a dancer your critique might be that there is no 
thought behind an untrained performer’s movements. You might see them 
flailing around and think, if they wanted to convey these ideas or feelings, 
they could have put more thought into their movements. Then again, some 
performance artists have been doing it for years and are amazing to watch. 
They may have no dance training at all and yet are able to communicate 
their ideas through movement because of this ineffable ‘presence.’

hv: I have come to really question how much of this is ‘presence’ when 
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HaNa van der KolK’S cHoreograpHic projectS combiNe elemeNtS 

of coNceptual practice WitH tHe tecHNiqueS of poStmoderN 

cHoreograpHy aNd taKe place iN a Wide raNge of SiteS, iNcludiNg tHe 

Stage, StudioS aNd gallerieS, iN WritiNg, oN film, aNd iN outdoor, 

public SpaceS. tHe HigHly collaborative Nature of tHiS WorK ServeS 

HaNa'S larger aim of overturNiNg tHe fixed Nature of a giveN 

performaNce by alloWiNg for SpoNtaNeity aNd cHaNce-occurreNce 

WitHiN predetermiNed aSpectS. HaNa HoldS aN mfa iN cHoreograpHy 

from ucla'S departmeNt of World artS aNd cultureS, teacHeS 

iNterNatioNally aNd WaS tHe 2011-12 artHur levitt '52 felloW at 

WilliamS college iN maSSacHuSettS, WHere SHe taugHt experimeNtal 

cHoreograpHy aNd perceptual iNtelligeNce aNd directed tHe 

appreNticeSHip project, a proceSS of bodily excHaNge aNd a 

duratioNal performaNce iNStallatioN featuriNg 34 performerS 

eNgaged iN movemeNt practice aNd a variety of fuNctioNal labor. 

WWW.HaNavaNderKolK.com. 

HANA van der KOLK
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there are compositional choices happening that contribute to our ability 
to see this as ‘presence.’ For example, Marina Abromovic. Part of why her 
‘presence’ is considered to be powerful is because she makes very consid-
ered, compositional choices, which are usually not to move in a space.

bg:  It’s minimal.
hv: It’s not minimal, it’s decided. It’s this and not that. We’re given a 

place to look. We know that she knows that she’s not moving or we know 
that she knows that she’s moving back and forth, that she’s repeating a ges-
ture. There’s a trust and a dialogue between us and her. Whereas you can 
look at other performance artists and say, ‘I don’t even know if they know 
what they’re doing,’ and that has a distancing effect. I think people’s abil-
ity to be interesting to look at can get raised quickly by just making some 
compositional choices.

bg:  Does ‘presence’ then become a blanket masking choices, masking 
structures?

hv: It gets over used. It’s over rated.
bg:  I remember watching Werner Herzog’s “My Best Fiend,” about the 

actor Klaus Kinski who was known for going on stage and enraging audi-
ences with an almost supernatural power that was described as ‘presence.’ 
Yet in the film, Herzog concluded that, No, Kinski was rehearsing every 
day in a closet to have that effect. It seems in general there is so much work 
done to make it appear that the power came from nowhere, that the per-
former is not in control.

hv:  That ties back to training. This is why we rehearse as much as we 
do. The skills to create presence. I have been appreciating that more since 
Miguel Gutierrez’s workshop: the value in breaking down the skill sets 
behind ‘presence.’ We are an organism with perceptual abilities and here are 
some of the ways we perceive: sight, hearing, breathing, smelling, internal 
sensations of feeling full and perceiving another body in the same space. 
Really cataloging what it means to be a mind-body. I feel that we both 
share this interest through our work with Deborah Hay. Breaking down 
the mind and body through meditation, authentic movement, Yoga, post-
modern dance, and contact improvisation. Hours and hours of investigating 
what to do with those perceptual abilities.

bg: Does this reorientation towards the body allow you to de-privilege 
concept and present instead a particular process?

hv: Ah, yes, this is where I’ve really been investigating my work in the 
last few years. I was for while just interested in this practice and I just want-

ed to put the practice in the space, but it’s hard for people to read without it 
being “about” something. People have asked Deborah, do you ever perform 
Open Practice, which is the perceptual training of here and now that I just 
described, and she’s like Oh god no, why would I do that, it’s too scary. She 
crafts specific pieces within which she can practice Open Practice. I follow 
that model except that I let the pieces be more overtly about certain things 
and in relationship to overt cultural references and phenomena, whereas 
Deborah’s are not clearly about relationships to outside things. I’ve used T. 
S. Eliot for instance…

bg: Are all your performances consistently presenting this performance 
practice, but within different subject vehicles?

hv: Yes.
bg: So in place of concept you present an awareness of being?
hv: And a proposal for an alternate way of being, which has very deep 

political implications that confront your societal choreography as a man, as 
a woman, as a gay or black person. We have bodily choreographies we can’t 
escape totally, but the practices of Open Practice and Somatic Training re-
ally interject into them. Saying ‘what if I am trillions of cells awake now?’ is 
really outside of identity and of course I have a privileged place to do that, 
to say ‘I surrender my identity’ as much as possible.

bg: So why would someone want to see two Hana van der Kolk perfor-
mances if they attempt to present the same process?

hv: Because I am interested in what this practice says in a meta way. It 
says stuff about death, it says stuff about love, gender, race. I can investigate 
all these themes and concepts using this practice.

bg: You’ve been doing teaching stints in Amsterdam, LA, NY, France. 
How has travel affected your work?

hv: It keeps you on your toes, it keeps you fresh, it keeps you having to 
shift lenses. Teaching in Estonia and Upstate NY keeps me fresh as a maker 
because I imagine being in these different shoes. And in some ways when 
I first got back to LA this August, I realized that the word community is 
mutually exclusive from the word open minded. Community is a collective 
with an agreed set of values and ways of living. And in some ways, it’s not 
possible in a rigorous way, to stay open minded when you are also trying to 
stay an active and accepted member of the community.

bg: Would you recommend to young performing artists that they leave 
the LA community at least for a time?

hv: I always say to young artists: get exposed to people who don’t work 
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the way you work. That’s what changed me. With all my allegiance to 
dance, I’m not making work for dance contexts and I don’t know if anyone 
in dance cares about what I do. To another artist, especially one living out-
side the U.S. I would say: come to LA and see this community where there 
is such a willingness to say: I don’t know if you’re a dancer, a composer or a 
sculptor, but I will look at what you make. At spaces like Human Resources, 
Public Fiction and Sea and Space they ask: what kind of stuff do you want to 
have happen? Go find the people to do it.

bg: LA gives artists permission to be promiscuous within many different 
communities and orientations. It’s something we have going for us. What 
are some things that are difficult about LA that leaving would assist?

hv: What’s great about LA is what’s difficult. You can do all these oddball 
things in all these spaces for all these small audiences and you can learn so 
much but if you’re trying to make a career that you can live on, there is not 
much support for it. And in a way, there can’t be because if there were those 
big institutions like in NY and Europe, there would be many more defini-
tions and people would feel obligated to be inside these defining spaces. But 
here as a dance maktter, I feel free to just make and not worry about it being 
good only for dance critics or dance minded people. 
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1: Place/Community. It was a transitory 
community, very much like the city it was a part 
of.  The rioters has long suspected that physicians 
had been robbing the private graves of the city in 
order to obtain subjects for dissection. My father 
and I were friends. We talked about stuff, and I 
once asked him why he didn’t do some writing. 
I want more access to good venues with good 
lights and a big space... Getting in the car again 
just doesn’t hack it, even for dance. But now 
I’m betraying my age. What’s not missing in Los 
Angeles is virtuosic movement, I’ve seen enough. 
// Next question. What is my responsibility to 
what is true right now? and now? and now? Next 

question. What are my options?  Putting my bgirl 
friend in touch with my clothing designer friend so 
she can get a job... Perhaps this feels unfortunate. 
But perhaps this keeps things shifting and gives us 
room for change. How can we create opportunities 
for making connections where mutual recognition 
can occur without adding more to our already full 
plates? Labels will just scare them away as they 
scare me. At that point I thought, what the hell do 
I want a concert stage for anyway? —anonymous. 
meg wolfe. simone forti. esther baker-tarpaga. 
yvonne rainer. anonymous.Rae Shao- Lan Blum. 
amy campion. maria gillespie. Arianne MacBean. 
Rogelio Lopez G. Cynthia Lee.
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It’s a cold day downtown. We seek shelter and cups of coffee in the 
Broadway Market. There’s sawdust on the floors. Simone is wearing a 
red hat and a red coat.  I brush off a  dirty table in one corner where 
we’ll have our interview. 

Simone Forti: You asked me about my sense of community in Los Ange-
les and I don’t have an overarching sense of the community. I tend to get 
into what I’m into and know a certain number of people. Before meeting 
Mara and being a part of The Box* as one of the artists that she shows, 
I was more in the dance community, which tends to be centered around 
postmodernism and improvisation. I was kind of an elder in that com-
munity.

I followed the work at The Box and was often invited to perform. 
Since meeting Mara I have become much more aware of performance 
art in Los Angeles. Maybe a lot of that work - and I’m speaking gener-
ally here - uses elements in juxtaposition, often referring to how society 
is and identity in society.

I remember a performance by Dawn Kasper** and I was quite moved 
by it. It was something she did in the street just west of where the galler-
ies are on Hill street. She was in a pickup truck and driving like a maniac, 
then climbing on the roof of the truck, falling into the open back of it 
and it was clear she wasn’t going to hurt herself falling because it was a 
good fall. Then she jumped back onto the cab and opened up her coat 
and was naked and screaming and the vision of looking up and seeing 
this naked woman in this coat screaming her head off was very powerful. 
It was a genuine anger and fury. She was a fury.

bg: Is sexuality handled differently within the postmodern and con-
temporary dance venues you mentioned earlier?

sf: In the dance world there are ad nauseum duets of ‘come here, go 
away, I hold you, I throw you to the ground.’ Echoes of Pina Bausch, but 
in sweatshirts and sweatpants. Generally done on stages. Some of the 
work deals with questions of affection, immigration, forbidden languages.

bg: This is the work in the dance world?
sf: These are the main recurring themes I see.
bg: But you’re also seeing these reoccurring themes in the context of 

student work at UCLA?
sf: Students yes, but I started teaching at UCLA 12 years ago. So some 

of my students have been out in the world for many years doing their 
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SimoNe forti iS a daNcer/cHoreograpHer, artiSt aNd Writer. Her 

early daNce coNStructioNS Were a critical compoNeNt iN forgiNg 

tHe directioN of tHe judSoN daNce tHeater tHat revolutioNized 

daNce iN NeW yorK iN tHe1960S aNd 70S. Her curreNt NeWS aNimatioN 
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work and I’ve been following some of them.  
Carmela Hermon did a very beautiful piece with Terrence Luke Johnson. 

They did a duet where a basic element of it was that she was speaking as if she 
was him and he was speaking as if he was her from her daily life. He’s likely 
to say: “I’m pregnant in my third month.” And she’s likely to say, “I’m an ag-
ing gay man.” The movement is very precise and they stand side by side, but 
they’re changing facings. And the words I went for to make an example are 
the most banal and the most direct, but as the piece develops it’s very subtle. 
There’s a lot of sadness. There’s a moment of very beautiful and fast move-
ment on the part of Carmela, and I love that one virtuosic moment of inven-
tive movement.  You just get a glimpse of it and the rest is almost pedestrian.

bg: Why do you like that?
sf: Because I’ve seen so much dance that goes on and on and on with 

movement that you can’t see anything anymore.
bg: Carmela and Luke presented virtuosic movement in contrast to pedes-

trian movement. Is it valued more in this way?
sf: It’s not more valued. It fits into a moment and is necessary for that mo-

ment.
bg: Part of the constellation.
sf: Yes, there’s also some use of props. Little cars that you get at the .99 

Cent Store that are lined up along the side of the performance space and then 
sent into the performance space crashing into each other. It’s playful and for-
mally interesting with a sad undertone. But there again, it’s social. The subject 
matter is social.

bg:  It sounds social in a more general way than the work you were 
describing earlier. This ‘push me, pull you’ tension in a couple. A drama of 
romance.

sf: Yes, but taken in a very stereotypical way. Instead, what Carmela and 
Luke worked with was so at home and out of their daily lives that it was 
unusually real.

bg: How has personal experience been a factor in your own work?
sf: Well, my most usual approaches are what I call News Animations. I 

find that even when I’m on all fours, different thoughts come up to me. And 
as the thoughts come up, I might stand up or roll over somehow stimulated 
by my somatic state of being as I’m asking questions. I used to watch a lot 
of C-Span.

bg: How long ago did you start this?
sf: I started this around 1981. I was doing these also during the time I 

was living in Vermont doing a lot of gardening and was really interested 
in the strategies of the various plants, especially the very aggressive ones 
that take over territory. Seeing what happens when there are two differ-
ent plants next to each other and how they’ll fight over the territory. Say, 
oregano and mint.

bg: Oregano vs. mint, who wins?
sf: Oregano will win. There’s a lot of that going on, especially in the 

Spring when the ground starts to thaw and you dig up what you had 
planted for ground cover. It’s been there long enough for many things to 
make a complex arrangement under there. Many worms, beetles, and ants. 
It’s complex down there and you just tear it all up because you’re going 
to pull out all the roots that are still there. Meanwhile there are raccoons. 
I can see raccoon prints in the snow at my compost heap and follow the 
prints across the field to where there’s some raccoon poop that’s sunk way 
down into the snow because it was hot when it came out and there I am 
across the field looking down at the stuff that had been on my table the day 
before.

bg: It traveled.
sf: It travels. To mix the natural goings on in the world with the news. 

We are each other’s predators. We are our own predators. What I see in 
the garden and in the fields and woods…OK…so now I’m stopping for a 
moment. In my imagination I’m a little bit in Vermont, and I’m just treading 
water...I don’t know where I’m going with this, I’m in this state and I’ll see 
what comes next, OK what comes next is NOW, it’s changed now, now I 
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2: space. the where of dance. I love dancing at 
clubs when they have the right music. I don’t 
always know what the right music is. When it’s 
on, it’s on. And a camera, a one-eyed witness who 
feeds my every move through imaginary circuits 
in cyberspace to an imaginary gallery a few 
thousand miles away... people may or may not 
be watching.  The limitations of dance start with 
the skin. That is the first boundary, fingertip to 
fingertip. time space and the price of gas conspire 
against us.  The lengths we go to get somewhere 
and how much supposed “nowhere” we pass by 
in that effort.  A “dance space” can be a closet 
if someone is able to dance within its confines, 
a “performance space” could be a kitchen floor 
at a party if there’s room for a bboy to throw 
down some footwork while still saving some 
space in the corner for two or three “audience” 
members. The audience understands limitations 

and forgives, so I dance in and around them! 
Perhaps a caravan that transports from one site to 
the next. There can even be work crafted into the 
driving, i.e. the soundtrack played on the ride, a 
text read by someone in the back seat, a drive-by 
performance of a parking-lot dance. It could also 
be done Critical Mass style- a la bicycletas. No 
announcements, no flyers, just show up and play.  
And maybe, just possibly, dance could start to 
be taken a little more seriously in this city as an 
art form with an important local presence—not 
something that needs to be imported from Europe 
for presentation, or subjugated to the needs 
of sitcom choreography and martial arts fight 
sequences in the latest Tom Cruse flick. — Faye 
Lim, Rae Shao-Lan Blum, Jasmine Albuquerque, 
Meg Wolfe, Taisha Paggett, Amy Campion, Erica 
Rebollar, Rae Shao-Lan Blum, Jerry the Priest, 
Rebecca Alson-Milkman
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feel very much confused that I listen to the news a lot. I don’t have a TV, but 
I listen to the radio. I listen to the BBC at night and it’s this whirlwind of suf-
fering and yet here we are, here I am, talking to you, we’re recording, we’re 
going to go see a good performance about people who are hungry in the 
street and there’s this sense of the economy crumbling and a feeling that at 
last, the economy is doing something similar to what the environment is do-
ing. So maybe there will be some language about the economy being tied to 
the environment or being the tool through which we access the environment. 
Not something that can spin out by itself as the language now supports. And 
how my individual life feels in this larger landscape that’s going on and when 
the landscape seems simpler. My life, I could interpret its meaning. A feeling 
of meaning

bg: By a simpler landscape are you referring to your garden in Vermont?
sf: No, I’m talking about the 60’s when we didn’t know that Chernobyl 

would happen, that a whole big area of the earth would be lost to our use. 
We didn’t know or think that climate change was getting to a point of unrav-
eling. So seeing the news in context of that landscape

bg: Hearing the news now in the context of a remembered landscape?
sf: No, that the news media in a way creates and sells me that landscape. For 

me, those are the questions. I feel that I am getting at them from a very personal 
and informed position. I’m informed, yet not trusting the information.

bg: How do you move through this information somatically? You were tell-
ing me about pulling up the loam, seeing the  activity of insects, seeing food 
travel across the landscape and the landscape of the 1960s where it didn’t seem 
possible that a disaster like Chernobyl could happen, the news now…

sf: I listen to the news now and I have a hard time caring. I bought an LA 
Times, which I haven’t done in God knows how long. Spreading it on my desk 
and feeling the paper, having to focus on separating the pages and finding the 
right page where an article continues. Maybe because I have a lot of experi-
ence holding a newspaper in my hand, somehow on a somatic level, I was more 
compassionate.

bg: The tactile helps.
sf: I feel that my ideas aren’t based in great studies, but while I’m turning a 

somersault I can say them and it can be accepted that that’s an idea that just 
came to me then.

bg:  You can accept it.
sf:  An audience can accept it. They can accept that that idea came to me 

and I was turning that somersault.

bg: Someone listening to this would say this is someone very at ease 
with an audience. Are you at ease with your audiences?

sf: Yeah.
bg: Have you always been?
sf: Pretty much.
bg: It never occurs to you to be scared of your audience?
sf: I was doing an improvisation one time. Baryshnikov was doing a tour 

of Judson choreographers and he would once and awhile invite some of us 
to do something from our current work. So I was invited to do something 
at BAM***, an improvisation. It was a full house and I thought, Oh my god, 
it’s just me doing this on a stage, doing this improvisation? I can’t even talk 
and I can’t move without talking. And I’m not doing that anymore.

Steve Paxton went on before me. He couldn’t give a shit who’s out there 
or what’s out there, he just does what he does and he did what he did and 
it was great. And I thought, I get it, it’s OK. If I can do something in front of 
my class at UCLA, then I can do this here too, it’s just the same.

bg:  Do you care about communicating something to your audience?
sf: Well I have a rap, I’ll give you my rap
bg:  OK.
sf: OK, it starts with Body, Mind, World, and it has to do with this:
You have perceptions, very direct, perhaps you see a tree in the wind, 

you watch a newscast, you eat breakfast with your family and you think 
about things and you also have certain sensations and you always have 
emotions, there maybe no words for what you feel, but  you feel what you 
feel right now. You also have mental models of processes in the family and 
in the news. Right now, Israel is again threatening to bomb Iran, god help 
us, and bulldozing rainwater cisterns.

(Simone makes a bowl shape with her hands)
bg: These things would be under the category of Body, Mind, World?
sf: Yes, for instance: I didn’t know I was going to say rainwater cisterns. I 

hunkered down, my eyes narrowed, my hands did a gesture that’s God help 
us and somehow landed in the shape of a cistern. It’s in the ground to catch 
the rain. So my relationship to the news is run through my rational ver-
bal tools and also through my kinetic sense. And again it’s goes out to the 
person I’m talking with so there’s this circle of being in the world, thinking 
about it, being in touch with how your body is feeling about it, and having 
hunches about it. For instance, to say that Iran is not going to bomb the 
strait of Hormuz because that’s the only place that they can get their oil out 
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is rational, but you can feel that constriction of the water there if you look 
at the map. It’s narrow and there’s this black stuff that has to go through 
there and this land is arid. They don’t have much besides oil, so you can 
almost feel it. Even a cat would know that. The rat would not run in this 
direction.

bg: There is probably a rat.
sf: Just that sense of the elements that are at play. You bring your lan-

guage to your understanding of it, but you also bring your skin to under-
standing it.

bg: Listening to the news is a kinesthetic experience, reading the news-
paper is a richer kinesthetic experience. Is performance for you, the richest 
kinesthetic experience of the news?

sf: Performance picks up from reading the newspaper and listening to 
the news.

bg:  So what about that rich kinesthetic experience of performing is con-
nected to the content of what you’re saying about the news? What are you 
doing to that information? Is it about the news anymore?

sf: Well certainly the news is an element, it’s not about the news, it’s 
about experiencing the news.

bg:  You not doing news pantomime?
sf: No, well there are moments that just happen. I have riffs: How the 

Arabian Peninsula was drifting towards Europe and had pushed up the 
Alps. That under the Alps, there is a lot of compression, a lot of oil, and I 
get in there.

(She scoops her arms as if to wedge them under a mountain or lift up a 
small log.)

bg:  You get in there.
sf: I get in there.
bg:  Is it a way of releasing a tension for you? It sounds like a lot of the 

things you talk about bother you, they’re horror stories in a way. Yet, you 
going underneath the mountains, and this gesture you just showed me re-
minds me more of gardening.

sf: I basically trust nature. The earth is going through changes and 
we’re a big part of it. Why am I doing this? I think it puts us in touch. If 
I’m teaching anything through this it’s a moment of experiencing being in 
touch with one’s thinking that one isn’t usually aware of, but that is at play 
and I make that visible.

bg:  Right, it’s usually such a passive absorption of the news, we are pas-

sive witnesses to murder and brutality and so this is a different, non-passive 
response that you model.

sf: In a way, yes.
      end.

Later we walk through skid row to a lecture at the Los Angeles Poverty 
Department. I suggest we take a cab. Simone asks: “are you nervous?”,  mo-
ments later passing a Styrofoam bowl of soup, leftovers from our dinner, to 
a man loading cans and bottles into his shopping cart. “I think we’ll be fine” 
she says.

*Mara McCarthy is a curator and the director of  The Box Gallery at 805 Traction Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90013. Mara’s programming strives to create bridges between artists spanning many 

generations. As a result, hard edged hierarchies that sometimes exist between emerging and well estab-
lished artists are gladly softened.

**Dawn Kasper is a performance artist who, within a vein of her work, creates teetering stages out of 
a surplus of belongings and furniture with a Chaplain-esque energy. These unruly platforms sometimes col-
lapse as if bullied by the weight of the things she says upon them. The performance Simone describes oc-
curred outside of Human Resources when they had their space on Bernard Street in Chinatown. Now they 
are located at 410 Cottage Home St in Chinatown, 90012, where you can still see Dawn Kasper perform.

***Brooklyn Academy of Music
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WHERE

DO

ON
MONDAY NIGHTs?

YOU

GO

!

— JANUARY 19TH, 2012
NacHo Nava & 

muStacHe moNdayS preSeNtS:
viKtor maNoel 

& jaSoN xtravagaNza
at la cita

NACHO NAVA

NacHo Nava iS tHe producer aNd taleNt booKer of muStacHe 
moNdayS; a loNg ruNNiNg WeeKly daNce party aNd a ceNter for aN 
artiStic aNd queer commuNity iN doWNtoWN la. 

Nacho Nava: Do you know what uñas are?
Jared Baxter: I don’t, and Nacho Nava fishes a magazine out of the pile on 

his coffee table. The cover photo instantly corrects my ignorance of the 
Spanish word that names both the publication and its monomania—nails, 
as in fingers, of lengths and intricacies of design I’d only rarely seen before, 
and never in so comprehensive a format. It could be the pot, but I’m pretty 
blown away.1918



nn: I did a party a while back called Uñas...we had crazy visuals of 
women peeling bananas with these insanely long finger nails,” 

jb: which is apparently a thing, as attested by the YouTube videos he 
proceeds to show me, which range from benignly fetishistic point-of-view 
clips of women admiring their multi-inch nails, to more confrontational 
fare in which, yes, a banana is dextrously peeled and then, less dextrously, 
clawed to a pulp. 

nn: There are like thousands of these videos out there. Ashland found 
the best ones...

jb:  ...Ashland Mines being better known as DJ TOTAL FREEDOM, a 
near-weekly presence at Mustache Mondays, the party Nacho has hosted 
for more than 4 years in Downtown LA. But where to begin with a ve-
hicle as multi-faceted, ever-changing, and often outright contradictory as 
the individuals who make it what it is—from the DJs and performers to the 
crowd and everyone in between—on a given night? In a way, the question 
is its own answer. If Mustache is still around and still hot at a point when a 
lot of club nights have either gone under or been overrun by douchebags, it 
owes its longevity to the vibrancy of the individuals it brings together, and 
this has much to do with the communities where the party first found roots 
and grew.

nn: The initial idea for Mustache, I guess, must have been like five or six 
years ago. Dino Dinco, an artist and performance curator, and I were kind 
of blown away by the lack of a nightlife for queers in downtown. I mean, 
every homo was moving in, but there was nothing even remotely gay, and 
there hadn’t been since at least the early 90s.

A year or so after that conversation with Dino, a few friends moved in 
with me – Danny Gonzalez and

Josh Peace. Collectively, the three of us wanted to start some sort of 
venture together. At about that time, Josh, a DJ, had just wrapped a party 
on Mondays called Illusions in West Hollywood, which had been a crazy t-
girl night. At midnight the ‘girls’ would lip-sync and perform as the ultimate 
WOMAN - it was sooo good! On top of that, this really amazing party 
called FINGERED had really lit a fire in me and introduced me to Ryan 
Heffington, Nina McNeely, Marlon Pelayo and Mecca Valdez among other 
incredibly talented dancers. FINGERED was kind of ending when I got an 
offer to do a Monday night at a venue called Crash Mansion here in down-
town LA.

At first I didn’t want to commit to producing a weekly party, but every-
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thing was telling me to run and do it. With Josh and his built-in following, 
along with my collection of insanely talented friends,

I knew we could get folks out on a Monday night. 
Josh is known by many as THE house music DJ in LA, but I also want-

ed to mix it up a bit. I knew that if this was going to work downtown on a 
Monday during the holiday season, a time of year that clubs usually bomb, 
we needed to offer something different. So I thought it’d be interesting to 
have Dino Dinco DJ alongside Josh. Dino would play everything from Little 
Richard, Dolly Parton, The Talking Heads and The Fall to cumbia rhythms, 
while Josh did what he does best—keeping folks moving! A few months 
later Ashland made his debut, joining Dino and Josh as a resident DJ. There 
were so many different things going on, but somehow the mismatches and 
contrasts worked. I loved that early Mustache sound.

jb: Appropriately, for as long as I’ve been going—barely a sliver of time in 
its history—Mustache has taken place at La Cita, a Mexican-style bar on Hill 
Street that can’t help but clash with what’s left of the slopes of Bunker Hill 
just across the street, now colonized by bland corporate skyscrapers and 
lavishly insolvent temples of official culture. Once inside, bathed in red light 
reflecting off matching leather and dark wood in an already narrow room, 
one forks either to the left or right of a chest-high partition, vaguely sug-
gestive of a turn-of-the-century bordello, dividing the stage and dance floor 
from the bar. If, however, you’ve arrived before the rush, which inevitably 
begins around midnight, you’ll probably proceed directly through, past the 
bathrooms and down a short flight of red stairs to El Patio. 

Here, I usually get at a seat at a table that allows me to look back the 
way I came, where the bank towers rising above the bar’s roof somehow 
re-emerge as a passable skyline and I watch the evening’s drag queens make 
their entrances. On a good night, the range, like the crowd itself, spans a 
vast spectrum, from nauseatingly gaudy attempts at Club Kid insanity, to 
bastions of a taste so exemplary as to be life-affirming, to those who fall 
somewhere in between, such as the strange and wonderful being I saw on 
my first night there, blessed with the ability to make DDD implants look 
like the height of style.

Then, of course, there are the performances. These usually begin around 
midnight, when the energy has started to build on the dance floor, and 
remain

nn: another major part of what set us apart. I’ve always been a really big 
fan of movement, dance, and performance, and seeing some sort of per-2120



formance at a club has always intrigued me. I think this is reflected in the 
variety of things we’ve showcased, which range from straightforward pop 
acts to more unconventional things. Alice Cunt built a mini-apartment on 
the stage and covered it with a curtain, leaving a TV set visible that showed 
a live feed of what was going on inside—or just enough of it, anyway. When 
our friend Dina Thompson broke her ankle, Nina McNeely created a dance 
piece for her involving this backless office chair I have, doing all this cho-
reography that moved her from the waist up, which combined live perfor-
mance and projections in a way she’s since built on through her involve-
ment with WIFE. And when we were just starting out, our go-go dancers 
had anything but the typical go-go dancer look. I hired my friends – we had 
a short, extremely hairy yogi, an overgrown muscle queen, and that cute 
security guard from MJ’s you’ve always wanted to see go-going but never 
did. I really get off on mixing things up that don’t normally go together or 
match. We weren’t trying to make a statement or coordinate a routine. We 
didn’t need or want it to make sense, except for that one moment when 
all 3 boys were on stage – performing in their own world – doing THEIR 
thing – that’s when it all fit together.

jb: Although it’s tempting to look to art-historical referents like the Caba-
ret Voltaire, the Warhol Factory, or the artists’ cabaret of early 80s New York 
for context, the name Nacho repeatedly brings up when discussing what 
influences his work comes from a different, though related, world.

To read the recollections of those involved, extensively archived online, 
the Paradise Garage was and remains the greatest dance club ever to have 
existed. Occupying the second and third floors of a parking garage in SoHo, 
New York from 1977 to 1987, it was among the first clubs to emphasize 
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dancing over social interaction, a place where the really good Djs—espe-
cially Larry Levan, a figure of foundational importance in dance music 
culture—went on at five a.m. when the amateurs went home, where the live 
acts included Grace Jones and ESG, and where the walls were covered in 
orgy murals drawn by Keith Haring, himself a serious regular. All of these 
elements, or so it’s said, coalesced as equals around the ecstatic collective 
experience of dance marathons extending well past dawn, emerging from 
a sense of freedom to be who you were that the club’s racially diverse and 
predominantly queer clientele found in few other places. 

In many ways, it’s difficult to imagine a more different environment for 
nightlife than Los Angeles today, where dedicated spaces are rare and club 
nights are nomadic, the atmosphere of a given venue changing dramatically 
depending on the promoter. In any case, drinks, which weren’t even offered 
at the Garage, are indispensable, and bars are required by law to close at 
2, meaning that even the dedicated souls who regularly come out to dance 
on a Monday night do so for little more than an hour and a half of release, 
before last call strikes and security begins hassling people to go. Yet what 
does resonate in Mustache, though perhaps transformed by the awareness 
of its past, is the importance of a sense of openness, an invitation to belong, 
even community.

nn:  Mustache is so much bigger than just me. There are many contribu-
tors. So many different groups of people just meet up, and they’re all indi-
vidually unique, bringing a piece of themselves and their creativity to the 
environment on a Monday. There’s so many of us that do so many different 
things that add to what are—even the folks that go, the weekly crowd adds 
an additional unexpected element to make Mustache what it is. I guess 
we are a community, but I never really thought of it that way.  Although 
I don’t think it’s exclusive to Mustache, there totally is a community that 
met, came together and continues to collaborate and rally to make Monday 
nights in downtown LA truly amazing.  I just don’t really know what more 
to say about it than that...

jb:  Yet if there is a facet, among the many that comprise the project, 
through which one can see the strength of this community, it could well 
be those occasions, no less important for being rare, when the party proves 
itself able to accommodate serious topics and issues alongside the usual lev-
ity. I remember, for instance, how Nacho told me that after the murder of 
Lawrence King, a young man from Oxnard, California who was killed by a 
fellow student for being gay, he felt compelled to acknowledge it, and

ITCH OUIJABOARD ORACLE TRANSMISSION 

3: systems of support. We are alive... and do we 
flourish? I seek. I seek. I seek. I seek. I seek. I 
seek. I seek. I seek. (this one is really something 
to behold)  What matters is only what—the work 
should be simple, or clever, or something that clicks. 
Something giant. To keep bringing attention back to 
our bodies, back to our connection to each other, to 
this planet we are a part of. The natural elements that 
nurture us. Mutual respect, engagement, listening, 
attempting, collaborating, witnessing. We start 
with need. What movement conveys need? What 
movement conveys love? Most of the time what I 
do with my time is watch bad performance. ......yes!, 
and no, and yes y sí! Thinking, or giving over the 
responsibility to someone else—a person, people, 
the government... doesn’t make sense since we are 
all we need! We need to find/found our own place 

within the vast expanse of LA's sprawl.  You can work 
in a little newly created company doing avant-garde 
work and still gain professional status. I won’t talk 
about the inconvenience, but are you following what 
I am saying? I touched the ground differently, got 
close to it, and began to recognize the nuances in 
texture and color. I like the idea of taking the theater 
out of the theater, but I’m conflicted by the challenge 
of the non- controlled nature of nature. More often 
than not, to me, real life is more interesting than 
its representation. In other words, do I care if other 
people understand what I'm trying to communicate 
or do I want to send a message or move people or 
make people think? Rae Shaolan Blum, Jill Sigman, 
Meg Wolfe, Rebecca Alson-Milkman, Bull Yard Bash, 
Esteban Cárdenas, Meg Wolfe and Rebecca Alson-
Milkman, Nathalie Broizat, Kristen Smiarowski, Keith 
Glassman, Rachel Colon
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nn: The following Monday, word was spread online for all guests coming 
to Mustache to sport blue eye shadow in remembrance of Lawrence, which 
was his favorite shade…and everything stopped for a moment of silence 
that night.

jb: What’s more, I learned, this was neither the only time that Mustache 
had played host to a memorial, nor the only time that the person memo-
rialized was a victim of homophobic violence. The fact that a party of any 
kind, much less one as generally outrageous as Mustache, was able to create 
a space for reflection on the lives of those lost, as well as the continued 
prevalence of homophobia in our society, drove home the fact that it’s 
more than a place to get drunk and dance—it’s a place that, for many peo-
ple, fosters a sense of openness and belonging that remains hard to find. As 
I mulled over the image of dozens of people in blue eye shadow encounter-
ing each other in the semidarkness of the dance floor, I felt that an impor-
tant side of what Nacho does has to do with performative acts of collective 
memory, seamlessly interwoven with the spontaneity of the present. In in-
stants like those, a history surfaces and is pushed outward, into and through 
the bodies assembled, coming alive in a way that vitally reverses the dead-
ening tendencies of institutional memory and archives. Then, eventually, 2 
a.m. strikes and you exit into the silence of Los Angeles midway through 
a Monday night, when you can drive for miles, sometimes, without seeing 
another car in motion.

jared baxter WaS borN iN St. louiS, miSSouri, aNd Studied germaN

literature at reed college iN portlaNd, oregoN. He liveS aNd WorKS iNloS 

aNgeleS.
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FRIDAY JANUARY 20TH, 2012

Prumsodun OK/SALAAlIsON 
D'AMATO

prumSodoN oK preSeNtS “WHite cHalK HorSe” WitH 
arcHie carey, odeya NiNi, aNd ariel campoS 

WitH gueSt artiStS yaNNiS adoNiou aNd cyNtHia lee 
at tHe SWeat Spot

PRUMSODUN OK

prumSoduN oK iS guided by love.  He WorKS to poSitively traNSform our 

World tHrougH HiS practice aS aN artiSt, teacHer, Writer, curator aNd 

orgaNizer. HiS iNterdiScipliNary performaNceS coNtemplate reNe daumal’S 

expreSSioN of “tHe avaNt-garde iN aNtiquity,” miNiNg tHe traditioN of 

cambodiaN claSSical daNce to explore tHe iNterSectioN of coNtemporary 

Social iSSueS WitH NeW poSSibilitieS for performaNce. curreNtly, He iS 

aSSociate artiStic director of KHmer artS aNd HiS projectS iN progreSS 

iNclude: aN iNNovative booK titled ReaM eyso and Moni MekHala, a 

performaNce art muSical celebratiNg tHe experieNceS of gay meN, aS Well 

aS a clotHiNg liNe iNSpired by cambodiaN claSSical daNce regalia. 
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Alison D’Amato: I want to hear about the piece.
Prumsodun Ok: The evening or the piece?
ad: Well, both. We can start with whichever one you want.
po: “White Chalk Horse”* is an interdisciplinary performance work 

I’m making in collaboration with sound and musical artists Ariel Campos, 
Archie Carey and Odeya Nini, who I’ve worked with a lot. “White Chalk 
Horse” is made for my dad. The title is derived from a childhood memory. 
When I was six years old, I was practicing how to write my name on a 
chalkboard and he took the chalk from me and drew this image of a horse, 
and I remember it being so strong, and viral, and regal. The whole evening 
is a reinterpretation of a Sampeah Kru ceremony, which means a prayer to 
the teachers. It’s a ritual that’s over a thousand year where dancers make 
offerings to the gods, to the spirits of the dance, to their teachers, deceased 
teachers. And it’s really a means of marking your place in a lineage, and 
marking yourself as a carrier of that lineage. So we’re going to have an altar 
set up just the way you would do it in Cambodia, and we’re going to have 
offerings of dance and music. New offerings. Which is kind of complicated 
because 1) my audience is not Cambodian and 2) even if they were, they 
don’t know what this ceremony is. It’s a very Brahmanic ceremony and for 
the most part Cambodia is Buddhist. So this is like the most Hindu you can 
get. My challenge has been – how can I engage my community because it 
should be a participatory event. How do I push this event from just looking 
back to looking forward?

ad:Well this was a huge thing that I wanted to talk about because even 
when we first met, it came up – this use of the word “traditional,” and what 
that can mean, or what it does mean, or what it shouldn’t mean. I feel like 
the work that you’re trying to do has to do with re-purposing, and asking 
what’s useful to us right now about these practices that we might carry with 
us from wherever. 

po: Yes. I’m performing one of the most sacred works in the cannon, 
but I’m changing the costume – I’m going to be in gold and a thong, but...
you know, that’s an example of me having to confront this altar with my 
identity, and my politics. There’s a Cambodian belief that when all is well in 
heaven, all will be well on earth. In this case, all is not well in heaven – so, 
you know, we might have to re-choreograph heaven.

ad: I love that.
po: And so, I had a talk with my dance teacher. She’s supportive. But she 

would never do the things I do, though she can respect where I’m coming 

from. I am a young gay man in California, and this issue needs to be ad-
dressed. I need to present before the gods a dancing gay body.

ad: A sacred body.
po: A dancing sacred gay body. So that another thing about how I’m 

changing this ritual. This is the first time that the person – that Prum – is 
going to be dancing at the altar. Not a god, or an archetype.

ad: That’s huge.
po: Yeah. 
ad: And do you feel authorized to make those changes? Or do you 

struggle with that? 
po: I think about it like this: what is the type of god you want to believe 

in? What is the type of heaven you want to believe in? Do you want to 
come from a place of fear, and anger, and punishment? Or do you want to 
come from a place of love, and inclusiveness, and expansiveness? What I’m 
doing before the altar is saying: look, I’m very much a part of your lineage. 
But only the loving part. And that loving part is going to accept everything 
I do. And it’s going to protect me. 

No one in a Cambodian context is dancing in a thong and gold, no one 
is depicting homosexuality. And people might look at me like “what do 
you think you’re doing?” And certainly there are conservative forces. In the 
dance tradition, there’s a term kach, which means the teachers’ spirits will 
break you.

ad: I feel like that resonates across the board in terms of dance!
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po: Totally. So yes, literally, your teachers will break you, but also the 
teachers’ spirits – the spirits of deceased dance masters who are caretakers 
of the form will actually harm you if you disrespect the form. But for me, I 
say –ok if you want to look at it that way, that’s your thing. But I’m going to 
look at it as love. I’m going to see history as love. I know it’s not always like 
that, but that’s going to be my world. I’m going to fill my gestures and my 
work with so much love and sincerity that there’s no room for fear. That’s it.

ad: Let’s talk about SALA**. I was wondering if you feel like you’re re-
sponding to a need that’s already there, or if you are thinking this is an under 
served community and I have a vision and the community will get it.

po: Here’s the thing – there’s no space for young artist like myself trained 
in traditional performing arts. I am, in a way, responding to a need in the 
traditional arts community, but I’m also looking at the trajectory of my own 
life. The arts have been so pivotal in elevating my quality of life and pushing 
me to transcend the realities of central Long Beach. So in a way, I think it’s 
my duty, with SALA, to create a platform for traditional performing artists 
to have a more tangible way of transforming mainstream society. And the 
other part is using the arts as a gesture of community health, of youth devel-
opment, of revitalizing communities. 

In traditional arts, there are these histories that need to be kept alive. You 
know, what is a young, gay man in Wisconsin going to think when he real-
izes that in Cambodia, at the height of dance ritual is a brahman who is half 
male and half female who is seen as a messenger between heaven and earth? 
There’s a lot of politics, a lot of histories, that traditional arts carry, and a lot 
of social possibilities that they offer.

ad: And in a way, it’s not just about giving back to a specific community. 
What you’re talking about is actually much bigger. It makes me think again 
of that idea of re-choreographing heaven. It’s for everyone, not just for the 
people that live 5 or 10 miles away from this space and might come there for 
class or to rehearse.

po: I think some of this comes from a legacy of genocide, when you’ve 
lost so much, when you grow up in this history of loss, you become this 
ultimate caretaker. For me, I realize that I have to keep Cambodian classical 
dance alive, and yet I have to push it – so SALA would also be a platform for 
experimentation.

ad: I think that specific history of genocide is really interesting to think 
about in the context of dance in general. We’re always talking about dance 
and loss, the body and loss. It’s a radical example of that, and this gesture of 

carving out space is such an important one. In your case, it seems tangible. 
More urgent.

po: Yes.
ad: So what do you think about working in and around LA? 
po: There can be isolation here as an artist, but that can also be a 

strength. Sometimes because of community, work can start to fit into a 
mold. The nice thing about LA is that people are so spread out; the work 
becomes so different, which can make it even stronger. 

ad:People are idiosyncratic here, for sure.
po: That’s something I’ve been thinking about with SALA. How do 

I create a platform for artists, allowing them to have independence and 
growth but also have a sense of being a team, of unity.

ad: Rootedness.
po: Rootedness, and identity, in a way. But without forcing that identity 

on them.
ad: Well it’s like what you were saying about having a voice – your 

unique voice is what brings you closer to others in the end.

aliSoN d’amato iS a reSearcHer, cHoreograpHer, aNd performer curreNtly 

WorKiNg oN Her pHd iN ucla’S departmeNt of World artS aNd cultureS/

daNce. SHe HoldS aN ma iN europeaN daNce tHeater practice from tHe labaN 

coNServatory iN loNdoN (for WHicH SHe WaS aWarded tHe jacK KeNt cooKe 

graduate ScHolarSHip) aNd a ba iN pHiloSopHy from Haverford college. 

Her cHoreograpHic WorK HaS beeN preSeNted iN loS aNgeleS (KriSti eNgle 

gallery, aNatomy riot, pieter paSd) aNd NeW yorK (movemeNt reSearcH, tHe 

taNK, auNtS, WaxWorKS, dixoN place, aNd bax/brooKlyN artS excHaNge), 

aS Well aS at variouS pHiladelpHia veNueS, labaN, aNd tHe iNterNatioNal 

coNtemporary daNce coNfereNce aNd performaNce feStival iN bytom, 

polaNd. Her receNt WritiNg oN performaNce caN be fouNd iN CHoReogRapHiC 

pRaCtiCes and itCH.
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*White Chalk was made richer by the 
performances of guest artists Cynthia Lee in col-
laboration with Carol McDowell and by Yannis 
Adoniou founder and artistic director of San 
Francisco’s Goldie award winning KUNST-STOFF 
in collaboration with Vong Phrommala. Shyamala 
Moorty and  Eriko Azuma helped create the very 
special atmosphere of the welcoming and  tea 
ceremony. Ariel Campos, Archie Carey, and Odeya 
Nini worked closely with Prum to create the live 
musical score. 

**“I am currently developing the SALA 
Center for Art and Culture.  To be based in central 
Long Beach, one of the most diverse but poorest 
areas of the city. SALA will provide free resi-
dency to artists and art organizations devoted to 
the transmission and development of traditional 
performing arts.  Practicing everything from yoga 

to Afro-Brazilian dance, hip hop to Cambodian 
classical dance, samba to kathak, classical Western 
drumming to Mexican folklorico, these artists at 
the forefront of their practice will provide the com-
munity with free workshops.” -Prumsodon Ok

Editor’s Note: Interestingly, “White Chalk 
Horse” premiered at Ryan Heffington’s Sweat Spot 
in Silverlake which was  the only instance of true 
cross over between the artists who run spaces in 
The Next Steps series. Dancer Jos McKain was one 
of the people who made it to nearly every one of 
the shows in the series. He notes in a developing 
essay: “The Los Angeles dance community is so 
large and diverse that specific niches develop while 
rarely intersecting. The challenge in Los Angeles 
is to see a smidgen of them. It’s impossible to see 
them all.” 
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Brian Getnick: I’m interested in the Sweat Spot as a place that invites the 
dance community to experiment.

 Ryan Heffington: Our mission statement was to include and strengthen the 
community and offer a venue that was affordable and accessible. If you hear 
about it you should check it out. You don’t need to apply, we don’t curate 
at this point. Its doors are open as so many people opened doors for my-
self and my companies when I needed a space to experiment. That made 
a world of difference in terms of how I produce my work. With the Sweat 
Spot I want to assist other people and their visions the way I was assisted.

 bg: What were some of those early opportunities you had?
 rh: At that time, I was mostly performing in more commercial work 

while on the side I was working on my own artistic self in rock clubs and 
with Hysterica and in theaters like Highways.

 bg: Not every dancer would be interested in performing outside of paid 
gigs or in strictly dance contexts. It sounds like instead you took your work 
into the myriad contexts that LA offers. What excited you about working in 
rock clubs and black boxes?

 rh: Well, in those places we could douse the audience with huge mega 
water guns and throw cow livers and sardines and spray ketchup at them 
and you can’t really do that in dance theaters. We really were excited about 
the opportunities to entertain people and push boundaries. So it was more 
dance-based performance art, conceptual and cabaret, but always with a 
strong backing of technique. Everyone we worked with had major training 

RYAN HEFFINGTON

ryaN HeffiNgtoN  equally fulfillS titleS of performiNg artiSt, 
cHoreograpHer, deSigNer, promoter aNd daNce guru. KeepiNg aN 
exiSteNce iN botH commercial aNd uNdergrouNd cultureS iS eSSeNtial 
for HeffiNgtoN aS aN artiSt. HiS Sold-out moNtHly daNce partieS 
SocK-it, fiNgered aNd full froNtal diSco Have iNcluded daNce claSSeS, 
coNtemporary-puNK miNi daNce coNcertS aNd alWayS Some off-tHe-HooK-
SWeat-feSt-daNcefloor-foolery. fiNgered iS WHere ryaN firSt iNfuSed 
daNce claSS iNto HiS partieS, SparKiNg tHe idea for SWeaty SuNdayS – 
daNce claSS for everyoNe. tradiNg cocKtail glaSSeS for Water bottleS, iN 
2010 He opeNed tHe daNce / fitNeSS Studio “tHe SWeat Spot” geariNg claSSeS 
toWardS tHe adult begiNNer to profeSSioNal daNcer. tHe Space ServeS 
aS performaNce Space aS Well. ryaN HaS traveled acroSS tHe u.S. aNd to 
Nicaragua, toKyo, copeNHageN, Sri laNKa, germaNy aNd caNada SpreadiNg 
HiS eNtHuSiaSm for daNce. 

ITCH OUIJABOARD ORACLE TRANSMISSION 
4: Evidence: She writes that the first time she 
taught, she hadn’t planned on a topic and said the 
first thing that came to her mind: “Elbow”. And was 
surprised that everyone just got to work.  The ritual 
of performance is like a thought-iceberg. Only a 
bit of it is visible: everything that goes into it, the 
time in the studio, the time spent sitting on the 
bus staring out the window wondering “How does 
doo-wop relate to apocalypse?” and “Is that old 
trumpet still at the Goodwill?” he said: “how long 
you been black?” i said: “umm, 30 years at least.”  
We seem strikingly incapable of addressing the 
disaster itself without the artifacts it left behind.  
...looking at the damage that was done during a 
really beautiful performance and I wouldn't have it 
any other way. “What am I doing? Is this allowed? 
Am I pretending? Am I stealing?” When people 
were getting sick, I kept on losing my earrings- my 
earring kept on flying out in the studio. It went into 
the dance.  We all have moments to be beautiful 
and ugly, to be feminine and masculine, and that 
is another reflection of my culture, a real-ness that 
lets everyone be seen as magnetic and powerful 
sometimes and vulnerable and a mess at others, 
there is an aim to have no superficial illusion 
about people’s pow. Our consciousness is the 
evidence and we become the historians—of the 

past, the present, the future  —in as much as we 
can let ourselves feel. I remember marches on 
Washington in the 1980’s – for Gay rights, against 
the Klan, for the rights of Palestinians to determine 
their future, in solidarity with the people of El 
Salvador. I remember chanting, sore feet and the 
smell of tear gas. More pausing. More falling back. 
Less advancing. Less offense or defense. More 
playful stepping to the side. Think trust. Be seen 
and see yourself being seen but do not change 
your angle. Knowing that dance is performed and 
then completed, the idea of trying to capture its 
essence is questionable. It would be like trying to 
catch the remains of energy left by the performers. 
And as they slowly trickle out of immigration and 
customs, the people slowly reading each sign as 
if they had never seen their own name before and 
might not recognize it when they saw it, the lone 
woman walking back and forth, up and down the 
line, “Where is my name? I don’t see my name.” 
The relief when she finally does. Simone Forti, 
Meg Wolfe, Taisha Paggett, Ozimandus, Elizabeth 
Wade, Cynthia Lee, Lailye Weidman, Rebecca 
Alson-Milkman (interview with Barbara Mahler), 
Hana van der Kolk, Laura Fuller, Ishmael Houston-
Jones, Rae Shao-Lan Blum, Jeremy Hahn, Terence 
Luke Johnson
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but they would have their leg up to their ear with a dildo balancing on their 
foot. Absurd scenarios like dancing to Jimi Hendrix with blenders and cords 
everywhere on the wet stage. We had so many injuries and were wasted 
most of the time. It fueled us.

 BG: Do you consider those experiences as your education?
 rh: It was, and our therapy. It was very intense. It was very violent and 

in depth in regard to changing genders. Me and my friend Bubba Carr did 
something called the Psycho Dance Show.  He was like a god to me when 
I first moved to LA.  I remember seeing a show that was so twisted with 
gay bashing and OJ murdering on roller skates and I was like I don’t get this 
but my heart was racing. I loved it and I thought I have to meet this guy, 
and years later we ended up working together and forming Psycho Dance 
Show. He was a great mentor.

 bg: It sounds like there was such a great relationship between performer 
and audience in those places. The audience was full of people who wanted 
to witness and use it in their work. Even not knowing what that was, they 
felt an invitation in the work.

 rh: That was the beginning of seeing dance in clubs. Now our friends 
Nacho Nava and Mario Diaz feature dance in their parties all the time. 
In the 90’s there wasn’t really dance in clubs aside from go go dancing. It 
wasn’t a strong scene but we created a strong scene. Kids fresh off the car 
ride from Idaho and Ohio come here to dance in LA expecting one thing 
and then they find us.  When I came here, I was like what the fuck is going 
on here?

 bg: What did you expect when you came out here?
 rh: I expected to come out, get my agent, audition for music videos and 

McDonald’s, have this great career, make lots of money and be on TV and 
that was a bit of my reality but my heart wasn’t in it. As soon as I got here 
I started growing out my hair and my beard and my mentor was like you’re 
not doing it right. If you want to be a commercial dancer you’re not on the 
right path. And for some reason I was like ummmm, I don’t believe you, I 
think I’m going to do what I want to do, if that means I’m poor, fine, I’m 
going to be an artist and do what I want to do period.

 bg: With the Sweat Spot are you creating a space where a dancer who 
comes to LA expecting to work commercially would find opportunities to 
experiment and join a more open community. Are you re-creating the envi-
ronment you found yourself in?

 rh: Yes, but it’s a little different because I think that the Sweat Spot is an 

open door for anyone, not just dancers. Their dreams are not to be dancers 
or to dance. They come because, through word of mouth, they heard about 
a fun place where you can exercise and find some expression too. It just 
clicks with so many people who are just curious. I think the people who are 
coming out to LA to dance commercially don’t necessarily find the Sweat 
Spot. It’s not their world. Especially right now, with dance shows on TV, 
the dancers who want to come out and do commercial work will do it. The 
studios that offer that sensibility are thriving. They’re packed with people, 
tripled from when I moved here. People who walk into our doors have dif-
ferent intentions.

 bg: So the Sweat Spot might not be the place you would have gravitated 
towards when you were young.

 rh: I don’t know, possibly not. When I first got here, I was searching 
for commercial work. Then life kicked in and my ideal of what I wanted 
changed. The Sweat Spot would have a cool place but, at that point, I don’t 
know if I would have benefited from it.

 bg: You were looking for a catharsis.
 rh: I needed to do me. I needed to know how I was going to connect 

dance to myself  in a different way.
 bg: What does the term performance art mean to you?
 rh: When I hear it I think of freedom as an artist. Dance work has a box. 

Even if it’s see-through, you’re presenting dance work and it’s dance-heavy. 
On the other hand, dance-based performance art seems to have no lines 
around it, you can meld concepts and dance together. It seems like it allows 
one to experiment more. I do experiment through dance, it’s a structure that 
I love, but in performance art I have no expectations for what I will see.

 bg: What is entertainment? What does entertainment mean to you?
 rh: Entertainment. I think entertainment means...hm, I know what it 

feels like. It feels like an exchange between the performer and the audience 
in a way that’s not so heavy. I feel that the interaction is possibly of joy or 
laughter and a sense of honesty. And you get to see a response. For me that’s 
entertainment. I can put on a show that will make people feel a certain way 
and it lines up with what I had in my mind. I think for me there are certain 
things which make me happy and bring me joy and those are my tools in or-
der to influence and make other people feel those things. Everyone is differ-
ent, but you can tap into collective sensibilities that will ignite most of them.

 bg: If you wanted the audience to be alienated or humiliated is that still 
entertainment?
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 rh: I create pieces that do that. I will layer a piece so much that it will 
aggravate the audience.  A visual overload with a soundtrack can really 
unearth those feelings but I don’t consider that  entertainment. I grew up 
dancing in tap shoes with the ideal of show tunes. I spent 16 years of my 
life doing Yankee Doodle and I still love hamming it up as that feel-good 
kid onstage. I like putting a smile on people’s faces even if that means dudes 
stripping down to female Cholita outfits. If it was more like a personal ex-
ploration of my life I wouldn’t call it entertainment.

 bg: If we took an audience form a different place, say another state in 
the US, the places that these dancers fresh off their car or bus trips come 
from, and you put them in front of a performance where people are strip-
ping down into Cholita outfits or slipping on baked beans with blenders, 
they might not find this entertaining but disturbing. The audiences you play 
for, on the other hand, are able to read this as light-hearted, even when 
you’re playing hard with issues of sexuality and gender. Isn’t it a very par-
ticular community that finds what you do entertaining?

 rh: Well, I had these dudes last night dressed as thugs then stripping 
down and these kids in the audience absolutely loved it. Performances can 
transcend expectations. We’re not doing a heavy gender studies mind-fuck. 
I mean, it can be, but I present it as entertainment, as tongue in cheek. All 
the lady-boys at Sweaty Sundays give me signals that they love to play 
with gender and we celebrate those feelings. It might be therapeutic but it’s 
based in joy.

 bg: When I first moved here, I saw content being explored in 12 minute 
sets between DJs in clubs that was similar to what I had seen performers 
doing in gallery settings. For me it was an eye opener: what if the content 
wasn’t only for, and only understood by other artists? What if it these ideas 
were universally being explored by an entire generation and not just by 
those of us, myself included, who had specialized educations? And these 
club performance were addressing sexuality, gender, race, history, surround-
ed by pleasure and joy. There is something about entertainment which is 
very particular here in LA.

 rh: And it’s sharing. It’s something I don’t experience in theater works 
where it’s so intellectualized by the artist that I don’t know if it translates. 
When I know what I’m doing, it will translate, even though I don’t write 
scores of concepts before I create my work. It’s a very basic exchange. I’m 
not out to baffle people, I want them to relate to me. Let’s just get together 
and have a great time. When I got here I developed creatively through par-

tying and meeting people, it wasn’t through school. I wanted to live life, fall 
on my face, become homeless.

 bg: You were homeless?
 rh: For a little bit. Yeah. I worked it out. You know where to eat. I didn’t 

care that much. I was a survivor.
 bg: Well, here you don’t die in a 20-below night. 
 rh: LA is great in that way. It won’t kill you that fast. At least not in a 

night. I was lucky.
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ITCH OUIJABOARD ORACLE TRANSMISSION 
5: fiction and fictions. Feel weird. Bow. 
Sleeping through the night costs extra. 
Yellingwhisperingbelieving costs extra. One 
felt both exposed and included. And so the 
tensions within the piece were heightened. 
I felt it. I pretend that I’m alone, that I will 
always be lonely, and that the sensation I 
used to call melting velvet is like a phantom 
limb, gone forever. On weekends, I take my 
boy, Cody, to his little league, while my wifey 
takes the little lady, Chastity, to her ballet-
tap classes. I own thirty-eight guns.  The fox 
began to pant. She wondered what the best 
pet would be. A hermit crab perhaps? At night 
I join my hands in a generic act of prayer 
lacking rationale, feeling the lack of it, and like 
a cube of sugar sucking coffee, let images of 
what I’ve heard about the civil war between 
the rivers permeate me. It took an hour and a 
half. Then I didn’t win the trip to Paris I didn’t 

actually think I’d win and began thinking about 
The Secret, which I’d like to forget but can’t 
because it’s everywhere and has subsequently 
infiltrated my subconscious. (An unsatisfactory 
embodiment of what I intended) // Everything 
becomes a clue when you start looking for 
them. A chewing gum wrapper. The bent nails 
scattered on the sidewalk. Graffiti on the wall 
that hadn’t been there the night before. // Three 
men standing, one on each corner, waiting. For 
something. They didn’t cross the street when 
the light changed. One had a patch over his 
left ear. I’m grappling with the disappointing 
fact that dance really doesn’t affect some types 
of change, can’t stand up to some types of 
violence. Is that true or my own fiction? Taisha 
Paggett, Shane Anderson, Patricia Wheeler, 
Keith Hennessy, Greg Barnett and Laura Fuller, 
Jeremy Hahn, Simone Forti, Mikki del Monico, 
Rebecca Leib, Meg Wolfe, Sarah Leddy
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— JANUARY 21ST, 2012
JMY JAMEs KIDD AND NIcK DURAN pREsENT “lAKE” 

WITH OpENING pERfORMANcE bY 
ARcHIE cAREY AND ODEYA NINI

AT pIETER pAsD
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 Brian Getnick: As an artist whose primary vehicle for expression and explora-
tion is dance, why would you desire to have your work read within the field 
of visual arts? Where does that place you as an artist? 

 Ryan Kelly: There’s an instability in not being placed, as in one’s placement 
within a field and locality. I think that the infrastructure that exists either 
supports dance or art, artists who live in NY or LA…but practice is actually 
pushing people across these fields and localities. For instance, Dance based 
artists who identify as NY artists are not always living in NY and so they’re 
not necessarily benefiting from that NY centric infrastructure. Dancers move 
out of the field of dance and into the field of art often with the expectation 
that its going to bring them more financial return but they then encounter the 
fact that there is not the infrastructure for the production of live performance 
in art. Art is structured around the paradigm of painting really. So practice 
and practicality are pushing people.

 bg: Sounds like what you’re describing is practicality. Can you talk about 
the internal needs within a practice across the field.

rk: Well, I think that’s more the motivator. There’s a perception that it 
is more practical, as in: Oh rent is cheaper in LA I could live for part of the 
year in LA and make my work there and part of the year in NY where I 
could present it and that sounds like a practical solution right? But what it 
affects is actually another practical problem which is that you may then not 
be recognized as a NY artist and that might disqualify you from some very 
practical funding.  The other motivation is that artists are curious. Specializa-
tion in general has become so restrictive that there is an energy and desire to 
move beyond that specialization and move across fields which is maybe why 
an artist trained in drawing and painting might stretch towards performance 
and why an artist who makes work in a contemporary dance paradigm might 
stretch towards the visual arts.

bg: Such as yourself? 
rk: Yes, for me it stems from a desire to connect across 2 different dis-

courses and histories with many convergences along the way but for all 
practical purposes, two distinct fields. I think those fields are set up to 
support artists who are entrenched within them and to the extent that you 
stretch outside of your field you risk not being recognized as being part of it. 
My position in dance is a wavy line.

 bg:Is the visual arts-expected space inviting dance based artists into its 
field more than dance expected spaces inviting visual artists into their field?

rk:  I think so.
bg:  In NYC? In LA?
rk: Actually I’m trying to think of any dance space in NYC that is actively 

inviting visual artists. The Kitchen is one but it’s literally split between a gal-
lery and a performing art space. Fortunately that boundary is being troubled 
by the new director. But I think the invitation from visual arts to dance far 
out ways the inverse and you might wonder why that is. Plainly, there is 
more funding and more capital in Visual arts and that doesn’t necessarily 
mean more money for artists.

 bg: But doesn’t it also have to do with this issue of specialization? For a 
long time,  contemporary visual artists skill sets have not been about ex-
pertise, virtuosity and specialization in particular mediums but more about 
a conceptual framework where the object’s value lies in what it obliquely 
points to, or represents. When you have a body in that space I imagine these 
frameworks are still used to investigate what that body represents as well as 
does.

 RK: There’s certainly been a deskilling that’s taken place in visual arts 
through the effects of modernism but I would venture to say that special-
ization has actually increased. It’s just that the area of specialization has 
less about one’s ability to skillfully produce an object but more about one’s 
ability to conceive of a gesture, a performative act that intervenes in the 
history of other performative acts (visual arts history). So I think that this is 
even more specialized because it is such a restricted field of knowledge that 
requires education and study to gain access to, to even begin to perform 
in that arena. I agree with you that when a dancer enters the a visual art 
framework it does add many levels of signification that did not exist when 
dance was acting within its field proper  because of  the specialization of that 
discourse, because of the investigation of object relations and sculpture. Also 
because the interrogation of representation that takes place in the visual arts 
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ryaN Kelly iS curreNtly purSuiNg HiS mfa iN tHe iNterdiScipliNary Studio 
program at tHe uNiverSity of califorNia, loS aNgeleS, after completiNg 
tHe WHitNey iNdepeNdeNt Study program iN 2010. for Nearly teN yearS, 
Kelly HaS WorKed iN collaboratioN WitH breNNaN gerard, alSo a StudeNt 
at ucla, creatiNg a body of performaNce aNd video WorK. tHe duo’S 
collaborative WorK HaS beeN SHoWN iN NeW yorK city at art iN geNeral, 
parK aveNue armory, SolomoN r. guggeNHeim muSeum’S WorKS & proceSS, 
tHe KitcHeN, daNSpace project, volta art fair, aNd tHe WHitNey muSeum of 
americaN art. 

RYAN KELLY
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field is different than how it takes place in dance and for these reasons dance 
looks and means different things in art contexts.

bg: Why do you think dance expected venues do not generally invite 
visual artists who make performance?

rk: I think it has too limited resources to experiment with visual artists, 
but maybe not, maybe it’s that within dance there is not the tendency to 
look outward. Within visual art there is an imperialist gaze, it’s looking for 
the next thing it can appropriate into its field but dance has a self reflective 
tendency and there I specifically speak about contemporary dance; it looks 
to its own community, well that’s the word we often use…

 bg: One thing I notice in dance based work that reaches towards visual 
art contexts is that dancers often reach to extra media as a way of creat-
ing the signifiers of art around and in their work. As in, I am an artist who 
uses dance and I can signal this by using texts, video, and theater. These 
are moves for an artist who wants to expand beyond the expected formal 
language that generally appreciates dance but often misses the ideas in the 
work. Then again there are artists like Jmy James Kidd and Nick Duran who, 
if they have a theatrical idea they place it as a discrete moment within a 
score that is primarily within the medium of dance. 

rk:  I think there’s a slide in what you’re saying when you say the word 
dance, which I haven’t quite worked out myself, which is dance as a signifier 
for a field and dance as a signifier for the medium of dance. Both the field 
and the medium enact certain restrictions in order for us to recognize this 

work as dance. It must perform certain competencies in order for us to recog-
nize this practice or artist as working within the field of dance. It’s the artist, 
not just the work. The way the artist positions himself must be recognizable 
in the field.

bg: What field? Art or dance?
rk: Of dance. There are many dancers who make work within the field of 

dance in which dance as a medium is not used. The person who comes to 
mind is Ann Liv Young. She’s self consciously using certain frames to posi-
tion her work within the field of art yet she receives funding through those 
resources dedicated to dance, is presented nationally and internationally in 
those venues associated with the dance field and is reviewed by the dance 
critic in the NYT. All these things that are outside of the work proper locate 
her as being within dance. Yet the work itself reacts against the expectations 
of what makes a dance a dance. So you could say that she’s an artist working 
against dance within the dance field. That’s a sophisticated  aspect of the field 
itself, it makes space for its own antagonists. So when you talk about Jmy and 
Nick, and this should require a more specific critical thinking, my intuitive 
response is that I recognize their work as dance in that it engages with the me-
dium of dance, and it exists in relation to the dance field.

bg: Maybe in NY, but I’m not sure that’s as true here in LA.
rk: Well, here the field of dance is so amorphous. Is there a dance field?
bg: I agree that a lot of what you just described with Ann Liv Young, all 

the things surrounding her, her bona fides, are known in NY. These are at-
tenuated lenses within which the modes she is working is understood. If you 
go to Dance Theater Workshop or Dance Space for instance, the crowd, I 
would assume, would be somewhat used to looking at dance based work 
through those lenses. But presenting Jmy and Nick or Anne in in Los Ange-
les, at PIETER or Highways or Redcat I would not assume our audiences are 
looking at the work less through these, largely NYC determined, frameworks. 
I would guess that our audiences would know that this is not only dance and 
know that because  they are watching this performance in a place where not 
only dance is made but other works in the category of performance art.

rk: I have to wonder if that’s true. What is the position PIETER holds and 
to what field in Los Angeles? 

bg: It’s the only place in town with the explicit invitation to make art as a 
dancer without reaching for dance theater or extra media. This has a lot to 
do with the way audience is positioned to a given performance.

rk: I think PIETER exists within the dance field which means that it exists 

ITCH OUIJABOARD ORACLE TRANSMISSION

6: The (un)raveling of Dance’s Public Discourse or 
we ex*perts. OK OK. So maybe I’m not making 
my point well(?) enough HERE to make you WRITE 
differently – but how about THINK differently? 
Clearly no one can approach this moving mass of 
four violent bodies careening through space (it 
would be ridiculous to intervene), but no one can 
turn away either. There is milk in my hand, and a 
five dollar bill on the counter in front of me. If the 
dance world is going to compete with the music 
world and the film world, they’re going to have 
to start advertising. I mean that’s just the reality. 
Part of the excitement of dance is its polyvalence 
in the moment, the multiple associations each 
viewer brings to the performance in dialogue with 
movement as it happens; kinesthetic empathy, 
sensory and visual memory, and analysis are 
all enlivened and brought to the quick. Maybe 
allowing ourselves bliss is an act of resistance 
in a culture encouraging a pervasive feeling of 
lack as a colonizing tool. And as a reminder that 

the changes an artist can affect in another are 
sometimes best expressed in the rawness of 
art itself—a form of response which may fit into 
our (un)raveling notions of public discourse as 
dance artists. Call me too German, but I find a 
hearty argument time well spent. I realized that 
I actually like chaos. And I got back to work. And 
so, this love child emerges from a Xerox machine: 
made in the spirit of optimism, transgression and 
the conviction that, while absent-mindedness 
often fosters creativity, it is not the fundamental 
condition of the thinking, observing public. One 
last exhortation: Let’s stop blaming everything 
on Cunningham, for heaven’s sake, and--if I were 
you--I wouldn’t blame anything on Wilson! I 
want to be around people who remind me that 
I am evolving and one piece does not define 
me. Arianne MacBean with Lewis Segal, Jonah 
Bokaer, Taisha Paggett interviews Wendy Perron, 
Annie Tucker, Tania Hammidi, Rae Shaolan Blum, 
Ari Hoffmann, Meg Wolfe, Ana Isabel Keilson, 
Yvonne Rainer to Arlene Croce, Mira Kingsley 
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within the dance field as it encompasses many geographic areas in the world, 
but it also means it exists within the dance field as it exists in Los Angeles 
which might be restricted to PIETER.

bg: This is the dance field in LA 
rk: I think PIETER is where art begins to investigate dance in LA. PI-

ETER becomes a place of contestation and encounter and how does that 
impact the practices that take place there? Could Jmy and Nick’s work appear 
at LACE?

bg: Yes, Absolutely. Also Human Resources
rk: That’s the comparison because Human Resources is more or less a 

white cube, and Highways is more or less a black box and PIETER is more 
like a site but I think those are not just different armatures, they carry differ-
ent histories and expectations.

 bg: Let’s pretend we see the performance they gave at Highways at Hu-
man Resources.* What happens when they put that work in front of that 
specialized audience attuned to reading representation and objecthood in 
performance art as the primary keys to reading meaning and suddenly you 
have two people who come in there who are dancers who are largely pre-
senting dance and used to the framework of the field of dance? What’s open, 
what’s limited?

rk: I’m going to answer that with an anecdote. When I first went into 
PIETER to see the first iteration of Jmy and Nick’s work, an art historian 
friend who I brought to the show said to me: You were laughing a few times 
during it, but I don’t understand why? I don’t understand how to look at this, 
how to read it. As an art historian I’m having trouble. Well, I said, let’s not get 
too scared by these rarified gestures. To get the full picture of their work you 
do need to understand the history of western choreography to understand 
how they are using the classical and post modern idioms of movement. If 
you don’t know that history the work can’t make meaning for you on that 
level. But before you get there there’s all sorts of representation going on. 
Let’s think about this: this is a performance where a man and a woman are 
dressed explicitly alike: they’re twinned, they’re doubled. This doubling has 
an  almost photographic effect and yet they spend the entire duration of the 
performance facing out not facing each other. So they’ve de-coupled the clas-
sic representation of the man and woman simply by facing outward towards 
us as opposed to facing each other. This queering of the couple happens 
through a representation of an image.

 Then, there’s the relationship to the audience itself in the way we are 

seated not in front of them but halfway around them. It’s very unstable. The 
line that demarks our space and their space is crucially underdetermined and 
we don't’ know where it is. They continue to press against it. I remember 
that there was a guy who had his leg out during the whole performance 
until Jmy kicked it, and for me, that moment, when the dancer kicked the 
audience, opened up the reading of the piece to the history of performance 
art and its relationship between performer and spectator. So there are all 
these entry points that an art audience and that the attentive reader is read-
ing. It’s bulk of meaning available through those frameworks and there’s 
another bulk of meaning which is in the movement itself. So the audience 
at HR, and we are giving them the a big benefit of the doubt here, is going 
to look at Jmy and Nick’s work in terms of image, representation and object 
relations that is if they don’t get scared of this rarified vocabulary of gesture 
which is as foreign to them as the rarified vocabulary of gesture in abstract 
geometric painting is familiar to them. So the best thing we can do to ease 
the tension between this moment of encounter between these two fields and 
their proper consumers is to just remind them that what you’re about to see 
is rarefied specialized, you may not understand it because you do not have 
that specialized education, yet, think of how it felt the first time you saw a 
monochrome and you had no idea what to think about it, as a gesture. This 
is like that but with enough study and attendance this will be meaningful 
also. Even without that there is all this terrain that you can enjoy and find 
meaning in.

 *Human Resources, or HR, is, in it’s current 
incarnation, an enormous white box. The site of an 
old movie theater on Cottage Home in Chinatown, 
HR’s programming wavers between visual art 
installations and performances. One simple choice 
that they’ve made, and this makes all the difference, 
is that when performance art is happening, they 
usually give over the entire space to that event. As 
a performance artist, one doesn’t feel that they are 
the equivalent of the liberty tax sign twirler; entic-

ing audiences inside to see the objects through an 
advertising spectacle. Because HR makes clear dis-
tinctions between when they have visual art object 
show and a performance, the space is haunted by 
both simultaneously. The performer must contend 
with the interrogations usually reserved for objects 
and when performance  is absent, the old art school 
adage that “art must speak for itself ” seems particu-
larly absurd.
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The first time I came to PIETER, Jmy and Mak greeted me with hugs 

and offered me a shot of tequila and a lime dipped in espresso. Across the 
room, a durational piece was in progress, during which a lone performer 
dipped his face in bowls of cupcake icing and multiple colors of sprinkles. I 
knew then that this would be my mainstay for dance in Los Angeles. 

A experimental dance venue and a rehearsal space, PIETER PASD 
(Performance Art Space Dance) emerged out of Jmy’s desire to create her 
ideal working space and to let the sharing of it with others shape what 
PIETER became. In its current incarnation, PIETER aims to present dance 
made for the malleable studio space rather than a traditional theater, dance 
that does not impart the secret wish for a proscenium. 

Prior to moving to LA, Jmy spent a decade dancing in New York City 
performing with many downtown choreographers and making work with 
her collective dance project MGM (Modern Garage Movement). She 
was also an instrumental force behind the AUNTS series, a performance/
party during which dozens of people showed new work and everyone who 
came contributed to a free boutique and a free bar. At a certain moment, 
after having danced with the New York choreographers she had an inter-
est in, she felt she had reached a limit of what she could do in the city. She 
wanted to make her own work but felt frustrated by the narrow ladders that 
confine one’s pathway as a choreographer. She had looked into securing a 
permanent home for AUNTS, but obtaining a building in New York City 
seemed too expensive and infeasible. Having just turned 30, Jmy thought a 
big change would do her well.

  While on tour with choreographer Neil Greenberg and MGM she and 
her partner Mak stayed at a hotel downtown. It was there that they decided 
that they would move out here, a decision based on a combination of the 
avocados, the heat, and the desire for a change of pace. LA promised the 
space and time to change direction, wander around, and try things without 
worrying about previous conceptions of her work. Jmy and Mak packed 
their lives into a truck and went on a road trip across the country.
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jmy jameS Kidd (b. 1979, SaN fraNciSco) WorKS out of Her Studio iN loS 
aNgeleS, pieter. SHe HaS daNced for StaNley love performaNce group, 
luciaNa acHugar, NaNcy meeHaN, SaraH micHelSoN, Neil greeNberg, Walter 
duNdervill, tHe mel WoNg daNce compaNy aNd appreNticed WitH tHe merce 
cuNNiNgHam daNce compaNy. iN loS aNgeleS SHe deSigNS daNceS WitH NicK 
duraN aS NicK+jameS. SHe iS part of tHe la-Nyc-detroit baSed trio mgm 
graNd, WHicH HaS beeN preSeNted by muSeum of coNtemporary art detroit, 
creative time at miami art baSel, tHe KitcHeN, maSSacHuSettS iNStitute 
of tecHNology tHeater departmeNt, pacific NortHWeSt college of art, 
HigHWayS aNd paceWildeNStieN aS Well aS maNy private HomeS, gallerieS, 
gardeNS aNd garageS. tHey are repreSeNted by callicooN fiNe artS. Her 
Solo WorK HaS beeN preSeNted at lace, la live artS, joSHua tree art tourS 
aNd pieter. SHe iS 2012 cHime SoutHerN califorNia recipieNt, meNtee to 
julie toleNtiNo. SHe maKeS daNcer-Wear aNd daNce coStumeS uNder tHe 
label jameS Kidd aNd deSigNed for joHN jaSperSe, melaNie rioS, rebecca 
bruNo, daWN KaSper, SaraH micHelSoN, Neil greeNberg, aNNa Sperber 
aNd beN aSriel. iN Nyc SHe Started auNtS, a performaNce platform aNd 
claSSclaSSclaSS, aN orgaNizatioN iN Support of emergiNg daNce teacHerS. 

NicK duraN iS a Native of SoutHerN califorNia. He begaN HiS daNce StudieS at 
tHe idyllWild artS academy aNd HoldS a mfa iN daNce from tHe uNiverSity 
of illiNoiS at urbaNa-cHampaigN aNd a bfa iN daNce from NeW yorK 
uNiverSity’S tiScH ScHool of tHe artS. iN NeW yorK city He WorKed WitH 
briaN brooKS, SeáN curraN, Neil greeNberg, fioNa marcotty, marK morriS, 
dušaN týNeK, aNd joHaNNeS WielaNd. HiS cHoreograpHy HaS beeN preSeNted 
by daNce tHeatre WorKSHop, mgm graNd, 3rd Ward brooKlyN creative, 
daNceNoW/Nyc, movemeNt reSearcH at tHe judSoN cHurcH, KraNNert ceNter 
for tHe performiNg artS, tHe roy aNd edNa diSNey cal artS tHeatre (redcat), 
aNd pieter performaNce art Space daNce. He HaS taugHt at tHe opeN looK 
feStival iN St. peterSburg, ruSSia, tHe yard oN martHa’S viNeyard, 3rd 
Ward brooKlyN creative, aNd iN tHe bfa programS at NeW yorK uNiverSity, 
uNiverSity of illiNoiS at urbaNa-cHampaigN, califorNia State uNiverSity, 
loNg beacH, aNd preSeNtly iN tHe ucla departmeNt of World artS aNd 
cultureS/daNce aNd at pomoNa college.

olive Noire iS a doctoral StudeNt at tHe uNiverSity of califorNia, loS 

aNgeleS. SHe iS a looSe dog. 

OLIVE NOIRE:

JMY JAMES KIDD AND PIETER PASD: GEMS IN THE NIGHT OF LA DANCE 
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She soon found PIETER’s current home: a large studio space with a 
hardwood floor, inexpensive rent, lots of natural light, a small parking lot, 
close to the metro station, and neighbors open to having shows. Supported 
by a bit of family money, they worked on the space, Mak building the walls 
and Jmy chiseling the splinters in the floor and filling holes with Bondo.

Being in the habit of naming her dances with proper names and after 
organizing AUNTS under a female signifier, she wanted the new space to 
have a male name, reversing the usual feminization of dance. “PIETER” had 
the right combination of anatomical reference, humor, and opinionated am-
biguity. She eventually added an acronym for ‘performance art space dance’ 
to give a little more specificity to what happened at PIETER.

PIETER emerged as a negative reincarnation of the AUNTS series. 
While preserving the free bar and the free boutique, Jmy inverted the 
characteristics of AUNTS: showing one person’s work rather than thirty 
choreographers, smaller audiences rather than a huge turnout, and a quiet 
dynamic focused on chatting about the work itself rather than a chaotic, 
party atmosphere. While AUNTS sought to create a context conducive to 
the experimentation absent from other downtown dance venues, PIETER 
had little to work against in the arid topography of LA dance.

While Jmy loves making work in the permissive latitude that the city 
offers, she does not champion the current landscape of LA dance: “I don’t 
have LA nationalism.” Jmy feels at odds with the values and priorities of 
venues that do support contemporary dance in the city such as Red Cat 
and the university dance departments at UCLA and Calarts. Although Los 
Angeles is currently home to Simone Forti, Yvonne Rainer, and others with 
significant professional experience and a rich background in the form, the 
city lacks a vibrant community of curious, educated dance people. In Jmy’s 
analysis, film production functions as the norm for LA cultural life: cultural 
bubbles that form as people come together to intensely work on a movie 
but that dissipate just as quickly; a structure antithetical to a sustained, en-
gaged community. 

Unlike New York, the choreographers and dancers in LA do not live 
here to be a part of a thriving dance scene. However, Jmy does not miss or 
wish to replicate the experimental dance communities in San Francisco or 
New York, which she experienced as tight, white, elitist cliques. Inspired by 
a comment Neil Greenberg made during the only composition class she has 
ever taken, to “make it more what it is,” she wants to appreciate the qualities 
of LA as it is. “You can be in dialogue with... no one,” and for Jmy, this allows 

the liberating possibility to not be looped into a constant conversation.
PIETER - a character, a space, a phallus, presents a mode for producing 

dance that moves away from the anointed proper name of the choreogra-
pher and the red velvet curtains of the proscenium. PIETER is a rare gem, 
not only for Los Angeles but for modes of presenting contemporary dance 
in general. It provides a vacay from the usual pre-show awkward vibes and 
program size-ups. You can even go home with a sparkly red velour jumpsuit. 
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ITCH OUIJABOARD ORACLE TRANSMISSION 
7: Balance and the phenomena of 7. Last-minute, 
I make the trip back to NY with her and note 
that on her refrigerator, in a kitchen as familiar 
to me as my own, is a prayer to prevent falling. 
Many of my clients express the same fear, in 
different ways. They tell me their balance is 
failing.  balance = falling in every direction at the 
same time. Unfortunately for me, a prerequisite 
for joining roller derby is to have some sort of 
medical insurance. On the ninth count of rocking 
with “OO-WAH” throw yourself onto the floor and 
QUICKLY and without thinking draw an X then a 
line from the X, and where that line ends draw 
another X. I like how it reminds me of Indiana 
Jones’ note-book and how he always had a 
rubber band around it. At least I remember it that 
way. And then you try to make it better, stronger, 
longer, easier, more intelligent. Now as dainty 
as all possible she stood up and calmly walked 
off the bus not because she was kicked off, but 
because she was finished. That’s what keeps me 

going....what it boils down to is something quite 
similar to birdsong. i am too in tune sometimes. 
you can’t tell for my dancing. it’s a lot of façade. 
strong, arcing, graceful at times, but very fast, 
quick like my wit, but angular, not how i like to 
be perceived. Once we have figured out “who 
we are now” and have been able to define this 
in our own terms, then perhaps we can get back 
to making dances that say something about 
what we “think”, “feel”, “know”, “wonder” about 
the world out there, about art.  (written after 
eating only white foods for a day while under 
the influence of “108” written on my forehead 
with fresh semen.) To speak quietly the things 
it is too shy to say in mixed company. To get all 
worked up at the pulpit and preach to the choir. 
Mikki del Monico, Shel Wagner Rasch, Meg Wolfe, 
CAConrad, Mira Kingsley, Sarah East Johnson, 
Greg Barnett, Pat Wheeler, Anna B. Scott, Keely 
Garfield, CAConrad, George Lugg (letter to 
readers)
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ANATOMY 
RIOT#45

— JANUARY 22nd, 2012
meg Wolfe aNd SHoW box la 

preSeNtS tHe fiNal aNatomy riot (ar#45), 
WitH itCH daNce jourNal

meg Wolfe iS a cHoreograpHer, performer, aNd 
commuNity orgaNizer; tHe artiStic director 
of SHoW box la, aNd co-editor of itCH daNce 
jourNal. Her WorK HaS beeN preSeNted oN tHe 
WeSt coaSt at redcat, SegerStrom ceNter for 
tHe artS/off ceNter feStival, calartS, HigHWayS 
performaNce Space, aNatomy riot, Sea aNd Space 
exploratioNS, amoNg otHerS. Her projectS Have 
beeN Supported by graNtS from tHe NatioNal 
performaNce NetWorK creatioN fuNd, tHe ceNter 
for cultural iNNovatioN arc graNt, tHe durfee 
fouNdatioN, daNSpace project commiSSioNiNg 
iNitiative, aNd meet tHe compoSer fuNd; four 
reSideNcieS at tHe djeraSSi reSideNt artiSt'S 
program; tHe HotHouSe reSideNcy program at 
ucla, aNd otHerS. SHe HaS beeN baSed iN loS 
aNgeleS SiNce 2004, prior to tHat SHe daNced iN 
NeW yorK city iN tHe WorKS of vicKy SHicK, SuSaN 
retHorSt, clariNda mac loW, aNd otHerS. WWW.
daNcemegWolfe.blogSpot.com
 
taiSHa paggett maKeS tHiNgS aNd iS iNtereSted 
iN WHat bodieS do. SHe believeS laNguage 
iS tricKy, tHougHtS are poWerful, aNd tHat 
people are moSt beautiful WHeN looKiNg up. 
Her WorK aNd collaboratioNS for tHe Stage, 
gallery aNd public SpHere Have beeN preSeNted 
locally, NatioNally aNd iNterNatioNally. SHe'S 
beeN a gueSt lecturer at tHe daNce ceNter of 
columbia college iN cHicago SiNce 2010. SHe'S 
Had tHe HoNor of WorKiNg exteNSively WitH 
tHe StaNley love performaNce group, fioNa 
doleNga-marcotty, david rouSSeve, vic marKS, 
rebecca alSoN-milKmaN, Kelly Nipper, meg 
Wolfe, ultra-red, aNd WitH aSHley HuNt iN tHeir 
oNgoiNg collaborative project, “oN movemeNt, 
tHougHt aNd politicS,” WHicH HaS taKeN form aS 
WorKSHop, performaNce, video aNd mixed media 
iNStallatioN.  SHe HoldS aN mfa from ucla’S 
departmeNt of World artS aNd cultureS/daNce 
aNd iS a co-iNStigator of itCH daNce jourNal.

gregory barNett utilizeS mimetic movemeNt 
aNd geSture, SuburbaNite-baSed arcHetypeS, 
a Wide raNge of porNograpHy, aNd americaNa 
pop culture to create viSual aNd performaNce 
WorK addreSSiNg ambiguity of SalvatioN, 
oWNerSHip of Self, aNd alterNative metHodS of 
traNSceNdeNce.  projectS Have iNcluded tHe 
acclaimed “die mutHafucKaH die!!! (a eulogy)”, 
“iNevitably Her attemptS proved futile-iN reSult 
SHe WaS iNcoNSolable”, aNd moSt receNtly 
tHe firSt iNcarNatioN of HiS developiNg Solo 
performaNce aNd iNStallatioN “tHiS iS barely 
Held togetHer.  tHiS caN fall apart at aNy 
momeNt.  tHiS iS WHy you’re WatcHiNg.”  otHer 
curreNt projectS iNclude a SerieS of cHildHood 
love letterS detailiNg aN imagiNed affair WitH 
HiS mariNe uNiformed uNcle, aNd a SHort bio 
documeNtary tHat doubleS aS a jerK off video. 
 
Stacy daWSoN StearNS iS a beSSie aWard-
WiNNiNg iNterdiScipliNary performaNce artiSt, 
teacHer aNd ScHolar iNveStigatiNg Symbolic 
laNguage aNd tHe SeNSory experieNce of 
Subjective reality. Her WorK HaS beeN preSeNted 
NatioNally at jacob’S pilloW daNce feStival, tHe 
yard, pS 122 (Nyc), toWN Hall (Nyc), maSSmoca, 
tHe daNce place (d.c.), tHe SoutHerN tHeater 
(miNNeapoliS), redcat (la) aNd tHe getty villa 
(la). a priNcipal member of big daNce tHeater 
from 1993 – 2001, Stacy coNtiNueS to collaborate 
WitH tHe compaNy tHrougH video performaNce 
iN tHeir iNterNatioNally acclaimed CoMMes 
touJouRs HeRe i stand, aNd cHoreograpHy/ 
movemeNt coNSultatioN for supeRnatuRal WiFe 
(premiered iN december at bam). Stacy iS a 2012 
cHime (cHoreograpHerS iN meNtorSHip excHaNge) 
recipieNt.

Http://WWW.impulSeiNtoactioN.com
Http://WWW.impulSeiNtoactioN.com/Stacy_
performaNce.Html
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A conversation with Meg Wolfe, Taisha Paggett, Stacy Dawson Stearns, 
and Greg Barnett (via text messages)

 (Setting: Saltwater, outside of linear organization of space and time. 
Meg Wolfe and I float, considering the implications of manifesting formless 
forms and hosting the movement of energy in the physical plane. But first, 
we start from an ending.)

 Stacy Dawson Stearns: Oh Meg! You are the rare artist who advocates and 
nurtures others in your own field. Thank you for that. Your ongoing cura-
torial series Anatomy Riot had a long life: 45 shows over the course of 6 
years. That is a lot of giving. Now that Anatomy Riot (AR) has passed, can 
you tell us why you started it, and why you ended it?

 Meg Wolfe: I was new to LA and feeling disconnected. There was no 
outlet for experimenting. Lots of people were in the universities doing stuff, 
but I wasn’t a part of any university.  My own dance-making didn’t feel like 

it “fit” into the landscape. I needed to make a place for it, in order to keep 
making work and find other artists to be in some sort of dialogue with. It 
always felt strange to me that there was nothing else like AR here, coming 
from NYC where it seemed like there was a performance going on in every 
available space. I certainly didn’t expect this to go on for six years.

sds: Did it fill the void?
mw: I think that it helped to build some critical mass in the dance scene 

here as a regular meeting place. (she empties water trapped inside of her 
goggles. . .) But it no longer feels necessary for me to continue with this 
particular format. It expanded beyond its original intentions and people 
were seeing it as some sort of “showcase”, which did not interest me. I was 
getting burnt out from producing it month after month.  So I decided to kill 
AR off and take a break to see where inspiration leads me.

 sds: So here we are in the breaks! So why are dances and dancing so 
necessary? What goes on that makes you need it?

 mw: For me, dancing is an energetic channel.  We are energy that hap-
pens to be expressed through human form - the same stuff as energy ex-
pressed in tree form or animal form or pile of rocks form. I think that danc-
ers are some highly-trained energy workers.

 sds: I guess this kind of exploration could be challenging for dancers who 
are used to dealing with VOCABULARY. Are people able/willing to work 
within an uncharted space in which there is actually no tangible material?

mw: I can’t imagine working with me. It requires a certain kind of patience – 
of “let’s explore this thing endlessly for weeks, and then throw it away”.

sds: This doesn’t seem like “throwing away”. It sounds like adjusting the 
path of energy seeking manifestation. (A low-voltage jellyfish brushes past 
her leg underwater.) How and when does form actually emerge?

mw: I’m looking for something, and this can mean a long time of doing 
stuff without much direction, waiting and watching to see what presents 
itself. 

sds: But then there are temporal realities, premieres, dates on postcards.
mw: The moment when you just have to MAKE. SOMETHING. NOW. 

And then I work very fast. Pressure is sometimes good for the decision-
making process… but I feel like I need all that exploration time before 
starting to make decisions. When it comes to changing gears from explora-
tion to actually putting something repeatable together for a deadline, I am 
always very last minute. Taisha is (at least appears to be) really comfortable 
taking that journey.  And Greg, we’ve been working together for a while 
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ITCH OUIJABOARD ORACLE TRANSMISSION 
8: Pornocracy. A younger audience, one that 
has grown up in these conservative times, may 
not hear the bra screaming, but I do.  “Balls.” I 
answer. We hover a moment more feeling the 
pluots what we attract to us is more of the same, 
more heartfelt passion, and nothing you do here 
can be wrong. The experience of looking at an 
image, apprehending and oscillating between 
meanings not only demands the presence of our 
physical body, standing, sitting or reclining before 
it, but calls our sense of our body into question, 
as we know it through a specular image. Little 
boy blue likes to blow on horns. Little boy blue 
likes to watch some porn. Then, before he pens 
another word, again he writes “holy” yet another 
eleven times. Quoting Annie Sprinkle’s Public 
Cervix Announcement, I made ten-minute videos 
of close up, interior views of my mouth and ass 
hole, held open by a speculum and lit up by a 
red laser—it’s surprising how much their pink 
fleshy worlds resemble each other. She declares 
that while there isn’t a single ugly girl in the 
bunch, we certainly aren’t actresses and we need 
to start practicing seducing the audience. I am 
assuming names, from real people, in fictional 
circumstances. I am disappearing myself. And 
I’ve been surprised to see, especially since we’ve 
actively cultivated significant body diversity 
in our ensemble, that no matter how different 
we all seem to be (men/women/trans, old/
young, fat/ thin, hairy/smooth, of all colors and 
abilities), when we get naked the most salient 
experience is that of our sameness. I care more 
about how gesture/movement is influenced by 

an embodied presence, action and fixation on 
the gut and cunt of a person. My mom told me 
when I was young that God itself made us horny, 
God gave us these urges because people are 
lazy. So you can imagine my irreverent behavior 
and often physically contorted responses to their 
performances on stage as straight-acting men, 
when not a few hours earlier they were sashaying 
and hitting it like no other fierce queen could in 
the dance studio. The mirror becomes a dressed 
down version of a time machine through which 
I speak to a thinner self, a younger self and a 
childless self.  With bodies expressly for display, 
the two supercharged Barbie dolls engaged 
in rapid fire sensual interactions that were the 
rough equivalent of stuffing your mouth with 
as much candy as possible and downing it in 
one gulp. Protesting Columbus quincentennial 
celebrations, the performance had audience 
volunteers kneeling face deep into Bustamante’s 
crotch, apologizing for their sins, then biting deep 
into the strap-on burrito she guided down their 
throats so that the “healing rush” of spurting 
warm beans could absolve their guilt.  But 
butches dancing, butches stripping? What were 
the models for us? In the sharing of a central axis, 
spine, mouth, genitals, face, and anus reveal their 
interconnectedness and centrality in embodied 
experience. Flora Wiegmann, Simone Forti, 
Jordana Toback, Ashley Hunt, Jeremy Hahn, Doran 
George, Keith Hennessy, Angeline Shaka, Meg 
Wolfe, Eric Kupers, Julie Tolentino, Greg Barnett, 
Joel Smith, Karen Bernard, Eva Yaa Asantewaa, 
Sara Wolf, Tania Hammidi, Jess Curtis & Maria 
Francesca Scaroni

MEG WOLFE: Unsettling and Plush at the Same Time
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now and he sort of knows my patterns. They are both great at kicking into 
gear when that moment comes.

sds: This indicates a specific kind of intimacy between you and your 
collaborators - to be able to leap from the goo to form all at once. I like to 
imagine that moment of shifting intention and the sensation of that.

(Pause in conversation while Meg joins Taisha’s swirly game. SDS texts 
Gregory  Barnett out there in 4 dimensional-land for a psycho-physical 

breakdown of the critical “now we test our synergy and collectively commit 
to form” moment) 

Greg (remotely, via text): I don’t know I don’t know. If I knew I wouldn’t 
have to do it. There’s logic I’m no longer familiar with and it’s always there 
with me and I value finding it. Detective. And not sure I’m going to get it 
again. Never sure if I’m going to again. Green. Green feathers then burn 
them off burn this off. Burn off this thing then slightly better or worse for a 
moment. Then do it again.

sds: Thanks, Greg, for translati ng us into the closed circuit of collabora-
tive intuition.

So Meg, I am interested in the energy of intimacy, and I don’t mean the 
inferred intimacy of gestural semiotics of sensuality and emotion that are 
found in the lint trap of contemporary interpretive dance forms. (At this 
point, something bites her foot. She thrashes wildly, accidentally inhales 
some water, and coughs) When I see you dance, I feel as if I am being given 
a sensory glimpse into an intimate space that is purely Wolfe-ian. Can you 
describe this space? Does it connect with an intimate space within those 
who witness your dance?

mw: That’s interesting and exciting somehow. And I don’t know what 
you mean. I’m making something that’s going in front of people eventu-
ally, I keep that in mind. It’s an emotional thing, making and performing, 

working something out physically. I’m a sensual being, and dancing is how/
where I make sense of things. Body-mind-world is a place, a safe container. 
A Meg space. Hmm. What’s going on in the world around and how does it 
affect the world inside?  How do you feel???

 Taisha Paggett: You let yourself stay tangled up in your work and that’s 
where I see the intimacy. I mean, everybody is perhaps, but they (at least 
try to) cloak it and pretend that the questions they pose in the studio are 
about the thing itself/the world/Bush/this issue or that, as they see it... 
Opaque choreographic structures, motifs, movement vocabularies, etc. 
come into the process as a way of shaping their questions and making them 
tangible like an exoskeleton. But in your process, there are no structures to 
hide behind...  or perhaps they are so translucent they appear to be invis-
ible... you start us moving, with nothing but a few words and images in our 
heads. It’s a most unreal process. Unsettling and plush at the same time. 
And how the piece comes together seems more like sorcery than anything 
else. Or a space mission. We’re looking for something but won’t recognize 
it until we see it and then it’s another month before you actually name or 
frame it. 

mw:  This is really good to hear. It’s funny too because I think of struc-
ture SO much, making a framework/skeleton for the piece, but it grows 
with its own logic in a wholistic way. and I don’t want to frame it too soon. 
I think that the thing is not complete until an audience is there, and there 
is an energetic exchange or resonance going on.  It is a ritual, we’re all in it 
together, and it’s a lot of energy to be moving around.  Sometimes the ritual 
feels like a failure, you know those times I’m sure, when it feels like the 
audience just isn’t there with you, they’re asleep or wishing they were home 
watching tv or something, or as a performer something is just not flowing 
and you feel like you are dancing in a vat of glue and just hope you make it 
to the end of the piece and go home and cry…

tp: Which is interesting and another type of intimacy.  The work, the 
feeling, the energy, etc., doesn’t change in the presence of the audience. I 
think you ask your audience to look in, down your blouse, up your skirt, 
over your shoulder, etc even though your work sits in vast landscapes and 
never seems to sit comfortably in its skin (perhaps that’s too much of a 
luxury?)  In the making, your work is about an us-ness, and in the presence 
of the audience, they become part of  that us-ness. Our container doesn’t 
change, it just balloons out to include everyone in the room. That’s radi-
cally intimate and scary because, as you said, if the audience doesn’t take on 

ITCH OUIJABOARD ORACLE TRANSMISSION 
9: Before/After. She spiraled right up from the 
floor and out into space, a cyclone directed from 
its calm inner eye of connectivity. We all know 
everything, but forget it in strange chunks. For 
a moment, we remember the past and wonder 
where it went. the song of the ice cream truck 
gives rhythm to my steps the corn vendor honks as 
he pedals by. Are you allowing the circumstances 
that surround you to discourage and stifle the 
authentic you? What part of yourself could come 
roaring back to life, if you’d only let it? Before! 
There’s the agony of before, characterized chiefly 

by waiting and/or procrastination, usually both. 
before the twins, and after. before the next dance. 
before enough joy.  So, then, the accompanying 
photograph Which I took before Big Sur but after 
Provincetown Is the event, more than the fire - the 
lit candle, the cigarette, or the cooked food - that 
will be. I have just finished breaking every dish 
we own and slicing our comforter and pillows 
with our butcher knife. I could spit bile there is so 
much anger in me.—Hilary Bryan, Laura Fuller, 
Esther Baker-Tarpaga, Eva Yaa Asantewaa, Allison 
Wyper, Victoria Marks, Marcela Fuentes, Gregory 
Barnett
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the us-ness, doesn’t recognize or accept the invitation, you can REALLY 
feel it onstage. Their resistance. In the studio, we dance for hours and no 
one ever knows what’s gelling with you. We just keep looking. you let it 
happen. Obviously very little of what happens in the studio goes into the 
work but you have/let us stay with things for so long. What I’m interested 
in are the moments you say no, because they are rare, usually to Greg (ha 
ha! Or you’re only comfortable externalizing your disagreement towards 
Greg??!?!??!) and are fucking subtle but pretty unshakeable.

mw:  Hmmmm... this is actually something I have been trying to figure 
out, and I think part of getting more comfortable in the role of director, 
working with different personalities, trying to find out how they work best, 
what they need as far as encouragement or more specific direction or just 
to let them get lost and bored for a while. Often, I’m just watching and 
waiting. I think there’s something about trust in all this - that actually I do 
have an idea that is very clear, I will know it when I see it; some things 
when I see them are not what I’m looking for at that moment and I don’t 
want to spend time figuring out why not... so i say no, put it aside, and 
keep excavating.  Sometimes I may be mistaken, and those things actually 
are just exactly what I was looking for but didn’t recognize at first, and I’ll 
need to go back and dig through the pile of dirt later!

 I think saying no is a quick (not always the best) tool to re-focus 
boredom and speed up the process by bypassing habitual movement pat-
terns, get back into investigation mode.  At some point, you do have to say 

“THAT. That, there is it” Sometimes, we don’t find that.  Or we only find 
part of that.  So you go on to the next project...

 Which may also be related to the death of AR. “That there is NOT it!”  
It was, and now it is not. I’m looking for something else, waiting to recog-
nize it.

 (Exhausted from this span of verbalocious activity, Meg returns to the 
swirly thing while Taisha floats without trying at all. Stacy considers the 
risks of going really deep to retrieve the pen she dropped halfway through 
the interview.  Greg, perhaps is still dealing with feathers, even as he navi-
gates the stranger waters of 4 dimensional “reality”. At any rate, the time for 
talk is over.)

 
 
 

ITCH OUIJABOARD ORACLE TRANSMISSION 
10: Manifesto. Turn towards fear and become 
intimate with not knowing, risk and failure. I can’t 
sleep any more unless I’m empty - I need some 
tortured ritual - to fill myself up - empty myself 
out - fill myself up. These feelings of confusion 
and terror in the process do not mean that you 
are getting somewhere. Nor do they mean that 
you are not getting somewhere. They are simply 
the ego freaking out. Let it freak out and do your 
job anyway. Pack your dance a lunch, make sure 
it has bus fare, and wave goodbye. Try again. 
What needs to be heard and seen - What needs 
to be listened to. A THEATER OF THE VISCERAL 
NOW! YES! HERE! with fingernails and bones 
in resonance with the ground below. You will 
move space as you move metaphors in a single 
virulent second as you KEEP-- DOING--IT. Even if 
you are standing still you are doing something. 
You’re being read and read differently by different 
people. No to style / Style is unavoidable - No to 

camp / A little goes a long way. We demand the 
right to self-determine our genders, regardless of 
income and race, and without facing harassment, 
discrimination, or violence. The University of 
California school System is definitely Dead Twitter 
is Epic Dead Irony is Dead The “live” in Live 
Performance is Dead The Manifesto in case you 
hadn’t realized is Dead. trance mute still form of 
sound moving the silence time imitates. Don’t be 
afraid, let the metal and plastic go, liquefy into 
this voice and these pixel pictures, this liquid 
flow of information that feels so real. It pulls 
you in, it feels more real than real, you’ll tell me 
things you would never tell your friends and we 
like it that way. whatever you do - fade out. Hana 
van der Kolk, Gesel Mason, Mira Kingsley, Meg 
Wolfe, Stanley Love, Taisha Ciara Paggett, Yvonne 
Rainer (interview), Yvonne Rainer (A Manifesto 
Reconsidered), Wu Ingrid Tsang/Imprenta, 
Mathew Sandoval, d. Sabela Grimes, Clarinda 
Mac Low, Adam Overton
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aNNa b.Scott, borN iN 1969 iN ioWa city, ioWa, performS afrofuturiSt 

coNjuratioNS WitH daNce, digital deviceS aNd text, oN Stage, iN blogS, 

booKS aNd tHrougH Strategic marKetiNg plaNS.traiNed iN traditioNal, 

collaborative performaNce from tHe africaN diaSpora, Scott iS alWayS 

looKiNg to joiN tHe arKeStra. SHe HaS beeN fortuNate to collaborate WitH 

pat payNe, ulySSeS jeNKiNS, SHeroN Wray, meg Wolfe, Najité, briaN getNicK, 

aNd ritSu KatSumata oN aN array of performaNce WorK. Her WorK iS 

arcHived at tHe ScHomburg ceNter for reSearcH iN blacK culture aNd tHe 

j. paul getty muSeum. SHe HaS preSeNted Her Solo WorK iN traditioNal 

aNd NoNtraditioNal SpaceS arouNd tHe couNtry iNcludiNg tHe redcat, mit, 

expreSS yourSelf feStival iN cHicago’S graNt parK, bayvieW opera HouSe 

iN SaN fraNciSco, aNd StreetS arouNd loS aNgeleS. aS a daNcer, SHe HaS 

performed for alaSSaNe KaNe, auguSto omolu, iSuara oliveira, maloNga 

caSquelorde. SHe iS tHe artiStic director of viScera performaNce iNStig 

atioN troupe. tHey perform ‘HigH tecH’ Street tHeater iNStallatioNS, 

HaviNg lauNcHed tHe iNaugural performaNce iN tHe loS aNgeleS World 

airportS’ aNd public art diviSioN of tHe departmeNt of cultural affairS’ 

epHemeral art program WitH ‘bout to get on. viScera occaSioNally 

appearS arouNd tHe city, moSt receNtly at tHe laSt booKStore aS patCH. 

pleaSe viSit Http://KiNeme.blogSpot.com for iNformatioN oN tHeir WorK. 

—FEBRUARY 11TH, 2012
aNNa b. Scott preSeNtS “patcH”

at tHe laSt booKStore

photo by Jeremy Oversier

PATCH
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Underneath the strong, sinewy blue bodies of the Na’vi (the CGI na-
tives of the planet Pandora in James Cameron’s movie Avatar) were the 
black bodies of Lula Washington’s dance company. The ideal bodies of the 
future, the avatars into which the white hero joyfully leaps, were holo-
grams modeled after the exceptional black bodies of a dance company. 
The horror and liberation of this idea - that a black body could be under-
stood as an energetic force within which blackness is both glorified and 
erased - startled performance artist Anna B Scott. As a result, she posed 
the question: what kind of black history will there be in the future if we 
can now imagine accessing blackness without black people? 

On February 12th Anna B Scott presented PATCH at The Last Book-
store in downtown LA. Through Scott’s unique blend of immersive dance 
and storytelling, the audience re-experienced the bookstore as a living 
trans-dimensional portal, carrying the archives of black history into a fu-
ture where black people have all but disappeared.

PATCH originally appeared on Scott’s Twitter feed in 2009 as a series 
of flash fiction pieces  in which the main character, a young euro-distinct 
woman of the 22nd century, undergoes one of the latest trends in cosmetic 
cultural augmentation— the melanin increasing Patch— and finds herself 
evolving into “Them,” vanished black people. This iteration revolves 
around her encounter with the ori.Xas (transdimensional aliens of The 
One) who first appeared in Scott’s 2011 ensemble work, ‘Bout To Get On.  
This performance was made possible through the participation of: Amy 
Shimson-Santo, Jahanna Blunt, d.  Sabela Grimes, Natalie Micciché, Maia, 
A. Minor, Margit Edwards, Prumsodon Ok, and Peter Woods. 

Anna B. Scott: I’m thinking a lot about the fact that black people are 
everywhere and nowhere. In LA we are down to 6% of the population.  I 
have a colleague, a gay white man who went back to NY, who said about 
LA, “Honey, where are all the black people?  I don’t live in cities without 
black people.” San Francisco also has a negative rate of growth in their 
black population. I think everyone is going to Atlanta or Houston. A lot 
of people are dead.  And then with the tax rates going through the roof 
in some of these places, people are having to get out. It’s peculiar. Like, 
Moreno Valley is full of black people. It’s far east in the Inland Empire and 
it’s really depressed in a way because the military base there shut down. It 
was a big employer for black people but now it’s gone. These people were 
so under water that they just abandoned their houses; but the question is 

then: where did they go?  I had a friend from Chicago who just moved here 
ask me that.

Well, where are they going?  People tend to migrate to where the jobs 
are.  But where are the jobs?  It’s really hard to track because the normal 
way that we would track migration patterns doesn’t seem to be holding 
water. But right now it looks like people are headed south, back to Atlanta. 
And when black people leave, they are looking desperately for black people 
because they don’t know what to do without them.  

I’m from Mississippi so I grew up with that old South that you hear 
about. The whole confederate flag thing is just laziness and a lack of imagi-
nation. In high school, I went to a boarding school in New England, one 
of my best friend’s Grandaddy had been the grand whatever of the KKK 
where he was from but we were buds.  I called him, “Tiger” and he called 
me “Sweetie.”  And people were like: how is this, cuz you’re from the op-
pressed south and he is from the oppressing south and y’all make no sense.  
But the South is everywhere now once you leave the big cities. How does 
it work out that on the one hand racism and the south are migrating every-
where, while black culture is more and more pervasive in the media, and 
yet,  black people are disappearing...

The question, the quandary, is almost like a time travel problem. On 
the one hand blackness is everywhere, and on the other hand  black people 
are in very particular locations.  How is it traveling?  What is it traveling 
through?  What’s its value as it’s traveling?  What’s its value as it lands?  
How is it that it has more value on certain types of bodies in certain loca-
tions?  Does it have less value if performed on a black body in certain loca-
tions than it does on any other type of body? What’s happening here? It’s 
like physically they are here and not here. Like the lead, Nazee (in Avatar), 
is actually a Latin American dancer of African descent and they couldn’t 
figure out if they should put her up for an Oscar or not because it wasn’t 
clear if she was doing the magic or if the CGI was doing the magic.  It’s un-
clear if they were looking at the artist who rendered the characters, or the 
human body underneath the CGI. Was she captured enough for that body 
to be considered her or was it the person who placed the blue body on her 
that should get the award?  Or is it shared across?

They don’t have a category yet.
So what I was thinking of doing for my show was a version of an earlier 

piece called “‘A Bout to Get On B.O.O.G.I.E.”  where we crash landed into 
a bus station. I put up QR codes everywhere and they delivered text mes-
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sages to your phone that gave you info about what was happening.  So I 
was going to do the QR codes here at the Last Bookstore, either on the 
pillars, or on objects, but the store is in a dead zone for cell phones. Then 
I was thinking that I would do a layer that allows you to augment reality.  
You walk into a space and you access the application on your smartphone. 
When you send in your coordinates, the app let’s you know if there are lay-
ers that exist (as in extra reality material that is dropped).  

In my work, I layer.
(15:30)  Break...we order tea...coconuts

What is that?  $3.50?  Weren’t we at $2?  only two dollars?  (laughs)  I’m 
just messing with you (to the Barista) this is like the land of the 8 dollar 
breakfast.

BARRISTA: It really is. I went to the Nickel Diner and nothing’s a nickel! 
It’s good but its like 8 dollars for breakfast. 8 dollars for a bagel and eggs.

BAKER (Anna’s son):  they charge you an extra 1.25 for the condiments 
that come with it. For the jelly and the avocados.

ANNA: But it was worth it. Oh yeah they did charge for the butter.  Ev-
erything is extra.

BAKER: You’re lucky that the chef gave you an extra avocado.  Yeah he 
came by ‘cause I gave him the soul nod.

 ANNA: We are going to have narrators live but I also wanted to use these 
little virtual pop up books. The QR codes are awesome because you can 
send entire stories to people’s phones, which I dig.  

I run parallel shows basically.  The book thing is parallel to the layer 
thing but they intersect at some moment.  And the QR code is running be-
hind the live action.  There’s live action that’s running against the narration 
and the narration is actually encapsulating everything. 

The last piece was at a bus station and it had to be triggered when the 
bus came in.  You  have to look and see when people are coming from the 
bus.  And everyone is making use of everyone else for cues and sometimes 
you can’t visually see the rest. But the rewarding thing is that it synched 
up.  People thought it wasn’t working the first time we ran it through. We 
looked totally psychotic. We’re at some terminal just looking totally ri-
diculous, trying to stuff a dollar in a machine that only takes credit cards.  
People were looking at us like, Look at them crazy black people.  And then, 
Wait, they all have on the same shirts. Did they come from somewhere?  
We were like, Yeah, we did.

 It took hours to do the first run through. People wanted to stop and 
talk it out.  But we didn’t stop on the second, we stumbled through.  And 
people (the cast) didn’t even know what a stumble through is.  They’re like 
What the hell are you stumbling through? There’s a script. I’m a dancer 
and I’m a performance artists and when you are working with text that isn’t 
really text and you don’t have a real script, it’s like you have to stumble 
through to discover where the changes happen. That was the process I was 
trained in so to speak. 

I went to Stanford and I was really fortunate to get to study with Anna 
Deavere Smith who shows in her own work, not only can you interview a 
person for background, but you can actually act that interview out through 
your own body.  She did a really famous piece called Fires in the Mirror 
after this big riot that happened in Crown Heights, Brooklyn in the 90’s.  
And people were trying to figure out how does this race riot happen in 
the 90’s?  How is that even possible because these people knew each other 
generations deep. She went through and interviewed over 100 people and 
got it {the show} down to like 35 people. She did a one woman show of 35 
different characters. 

I didn’t know initially that I was studying dance at Stanford. You know 

ITCH OUIJABOARD ORACLE TRANSMISSION 

11 you. are. here. The music can sometimes act 
as my endless battery, but I can also feel when 
my agility starts flagging. Lately though, I’ve 
been trying to push through and keep dancing 
longer, and lately closing my eyes to hear in a 
different way. I still get a salty smell in my nose 
when I hear “I Wanna Rock With You” by Michael 
Jackson as this song always seemed to be on the 
transistor radios of my fellow fishermen on the 
Venice Pier. Robyn Cutler: for helping me to learn 
Limon technique and letting me watch your long 
hair. Bessie Schonberg: for meddling and telling 
me not to talk so much. Among the rustling of 
the crowd (like a rustling of Whitman’s leaves of 
grass) came a silent sound, produced by a set to 
my right. I looked up to see Heather Cassils clad 
in an icy environment.She was always nervous 
about plane rides. Claustrophobia I guess. She 
loved Turkish airplanes because you could smoke 
on them.  When colleagues warned me he was 
“difficult”, I replied, “but he’s brilliant.” True to 
reputation at rehearsal only days before the 
performance he informed me of all the things that 
were wrong, and how it was to be done. I love the 
character’s outlaw persistence over time, building 
his own haphazard Cadillac dream from spare 
parts, smuggled out of the factory in a lunchbox 
with the help of a friend; love the story of the 

long-term vision culminating in the collaborative 
all-nighter...but my body is not your confessional 
booth. and redemption will take you more than 
ten hail marys because now it is my turn to claim 
you and question you Where are you from? What 
are you? I ended up doing an introductory speech 
about trying to get located in the ever unlocatable 
Los Angeles, and then proceeded to do an 
improvised dance that I’ve done a thousand times 
in other contexts. I’m not sure why I did that, but 
I just sort of freaked out. All my old tricks were 
there. one person lies down, face-up - the group 
gazes downward observing, waiting.  This effort 
has a backspace though I feel all frontal, unreal, 
armed, heady. I am seeking a 3D effort ultimately, 
a full dimensionality to structure and form, its 
pulsing movement and density harnessed. It is 
wait/retreat combined with focus/direction. I’ll call 
it “severed head.”  This particular state of being 
is characterized by the feeling that your body is 
trailing behind your head at all times, only to be 
felt when some mentally stimulating idea triggers 
a release of adrenaline. A fine feeling indeed. 
Alistair Schneider, Leonard Melchor, Victoria 
Marks, Tania Hammidi, Lilian Wu interview on Pina 
Bausch, Jacki Apple, Meg Wolfe, J. Lorenzo Perillo, 
Lionel Popkin, Adam Overton, Julie Tolentino, 
Megan May Daalder
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when you are an undergrad you don’t know what the hell you are studying. 
But what I was figuring out was that I wanted to study dance linguistics. 
Listening to how words dance in a way and then looking at how certain 
types of bodies are materialized by certain vocabularies. It’s like you get a 
certain musculature, a certain energetic feeling that exists around the sound 
of a word. Not just the sound itself, but the way the sound is intending to 
work once it leaves the body.  So you reverse engineer, and you read the 
text and you read the text and you read the text.  And as you read it, you 
allow your body to wrap around it. As opposed to: here’s a picture of this 
person, here’s the situation in which it was said. Bodily form is actually 
already imprinted in the way that words are put together.  

 One example is the Electric Slide.  I call that the African American 
wedding dance.  It ain’t a wedding until everyone’s done the Electric Slide.  
But now some regions will do the slide to Cameo and other songs#. You 
see the transformation in the practice and that is a type of communication.  

*FUTURE INTERJECTION: May 13th 
2012, Anna gives an example of the way Bodily 
form is actually already imprinted in the way that 
words are put together.

 The bodies are being materialized by the 
vocabulary. The way we communicate is pre-
choreographed by class and geography. Terminol-
ogy is strategic, it can be deployed, and a gesture.. 
. putting on a hood reads as “I’m in solidarity with 
Trevon Martin,” but it is also to masquerade. We 
put on hoods for liturgical reasons, or to create 
fear--you deploy the hood against someone, like 
the KKK. Wearing a hood, a person becomes a 
magical creature. In Academia, you put on a partial 
hood upon acceptance into the professoriate; we 
say we “hood them.” When you are putting on the 
hood-ie,  you reach behind your own head and 
flick upwards. You put the hood over someone’s 
head typically while looking at them, face to face 

if conferring, from behind if hiding them from 
the world; the hood becomes a verb. To hood 
them, the word has a different sensation, probably 
in the center of your body, since there is a fight 
with gravity, with your arms outstretched holding 
the hood, raising it above their head. We hood 
people to either take away or confer a privilege on 
someone. When the hood is pulled down over a 
head, it’s as if the word becomes negative space as 
in a painting; the word disappears as the gesture 
takes over. The hood is a hood, but the situation in 
which its hoodness materializes renders different 
experiences. Still a hood, but it’s a different hood 
moment to moment.

Traditionally, the Electric Slide is done to 
the Marcia Griffith tune, “It’s Electric.” It’s not 
uncommon for people to use “She’s Strange,” by 
Cameo instead, mostly at large night club parties as 
opposed to wedding banquets. 

jeremy overSier iS a pHotograpHer, artiSt aNd jourNaliSt baSed iN loS 

aNgeleS. jeremyoverSier.com
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—FEBRUARY 17th, 18th, 24th, 25th, 2012
“abaddoN”, a NeW WorK by Wife 

(KriSteN leaHy, NiNa mcNeely aNd jaSmiNe albuquerque)” 
at cHriS aNd jed’S loft iN boyle HeigHtS. 

jaSmiNe albuquerque iS a daNcer, cHoreograpHer, aNd iNStructor. 
SHe HaS daNced WitH SucH compaNieS aS HySterica, blue13 bollyWood, 
collage daNce tHeater aNd ryaN HeffiNgtoN’S pSycHo-daNce performaNce 
fiNgered. otHer live performaNceS iNclude We are tHe World, Hazm, aNd 
Hecuba iN variouS veNueS arouNd la SucH aS tHe Hammer muSeum, tHe 
ford ampHitHeater, moca, tHe orpHeum tHeater, lacma, tHe joSHua tree 
muSic feStival, aNd eveN a lauNdromat. SHe HaS cHoreograpHed muSic 
videoS for bob WayNe (directed by jeNNifer tzar) aNd daNced iN videoS 
for becK, you Will KNoW uS by tHe trail of tHe dead, morcHeba, aNd todd 
edWardS. SHe Studied coNtemporary movemeNt iN budapeSt, HuNgary 
aNd at tHe edge iN HollyWood after yearS of claSSical ballet aNd jazz 
traiNiNg. WHile majoriNg iN HiStory, SHe daNced for tHe departmeNt of 
World artS aNd cultureS at ucla aNd later taugHt movemeNt WorKSHopS 
iN cHiapaS, mexico aNd copeNHageN, deNmarK. Her curreNt WorK WitH Wife 
coNtiNueS to cHalleNge aNd iNSpire Her aS a performer.

KriSteN leaHy iS a daNcer/cHoreograpHer baSed iN loS aNgeleS. for 
tHe paSt teN yearS, leaHy HaS daNced WitH ryaN HeffiNgtoN (fiNgered) 
aNd otHer la cHoreograpHerS iN clubS, art gallerieS (moca, lacma), 
WitH baNdS (We are tHe World, mt. SimS, SHiNy toy guNS), iN tHeater 
productioNS, aNd iN NumerouS muSic videoS aNd SHort filmS. Her 
cHoreograpHy creditS iNclude tHe SiSter maNtoS 2009 europeaN tour, 
pray/prey, a ritual performaNce iN collaboratioN WitH artiSt amaNda 
Street, aNd tHe oNgoiNg WorK aS a co-creator of Wife. leaHy alSo earNed 
Her m.S. iN daNce/movemeNt tHerapy from pratt iNStitute, aNd curreNtly 
practiceS d/mt WitH adultS at a pSycHiatric facility aNd teacHeS adult tap 
aNd jazz claSSeS.

NiNa mcNeely iS a video artiSt, cHoreograpHer aNd daNcer baSed iN loS 
aNgeleS. SHe HaS cHoreograpHed for muSic artiStS iNcludiNg yeaSayer, 
morcHeeba, Sam Sparro, We are tHe World, doriaN Wood, aNd baSecK. Her 
iNteractive projectioN WorK WaS receNtly featured at moca for ryaN 
HeffiNgtoN’S “HeffiNgtoN moveS moca.” NiNa’S film “tHe diNNer party” 
premiered at daNce camera WeSt iN 2010. SHe HaS daNced for pop icoNS 
SucH aS tHe b 52’S, britNey SpearS, fergie, aNd peacHeS. Her commercial 
career HaS taKeN a turN toWard editiNg aNd aNimatiNg, aNd Her lateSt 
SucceSSeS iNclude Sam Sparro’S “piNK cloud” muSic video, doriaN Wood’S 
“brutuS” muSic video, iNtervieWS for elle magaziNe oNliNe, aNd a video 
looK booK for l’ageNce. Her collaboratioN WitH Wife iS aN experimeNt iN 
tHe poSSibilitieS of daNce, video aNd faNtaSy.

ABADDON
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Feb. 12, 2012. Two lights illuminate three dancers positioned side by 
side on pedestals.  As they begin their violent dance of possession, the 
lamps, affixed by chain and spindle to a rotary motor, slowly circle the 
three women. The lights move faster and my eyes shift from the dancers to 
what is happening behind them: shadows flickering across the performance 
space, resurrected and dying with each turn. 

 In Los Angeles, some argue we encounter the world as a visual space.  
Cocooned in cars, busses and trains, we glide past the city and bear witness 
to its squalor and splendor primarily through our eyes. Snapshots of the 
city are offered up, only to vanish seconds later.

The L.A. performance collective WIFE has spoken, intentionally or 
not, to this subject with their recent creation Abaddon.  A series of loosely 
connected vignettes, Abaddon explores madness, possession and mythol-
ogy through dance and video. Along with a strong group of collaborators, 
the three women behind WIFE, Kristen Leahy, Nina McNeely and Jasmine 
Albuquerque, created a highly stylized environment from which to launch 
into their eerie, Victorian-era nightmare. 

 Staged in a workshop above the bustle of Cesar Chavez Avenue in 
Boyle Heights, the venue itself lent to the dust-covered attic quality of the 
piece.  The space’s imposing, warehouse-sized dimensions left the audience 
to feel swallowed up in the room and by extension, by Abaddon.

Within this setting, Abaddon is presented as a series of snapshots.  Here 
is a man at a desk, there is a woman at a vanity.  Upstage sits an opera 

singer offering discordant songs of dread.  Across the stage shuffle a trio of 
kimono-clad, kabuki dolls risen from the dead.  

In Abaddon we see an assemblage of common themes brought to life. 
Passion, madness and evil all work their way into the piece. But when bro-
ken down, Abaddon’s narrative becomes difficult to comprehend. Without 
a story arch or fleshed-out characters, Abaddon relies on theme and con-
tinuously circles through it. As a whole, it largely succeeds in illuminating 
the darker undertones of desire, lust and insanity. The vignettes, with the 
kabuki dolls, opera singer and the rotating lights, when viewed together, 
impart a disquieting mood, place and time.

Neither theatre nor ballet, Abaddon’s characters are not so much pro-
tagonists or dancers as hallucinations – they operate with a logic entirely 
different from our own. In order to find a suitable comparison we must look 
elsewhere and, in this case, backward, to the photomontage.

 At its core, photomontage demanded viewers derive their own meaning 
from the visual form. Various images assembled into a cohesive whole forced 
the viewer to create their own interpretation. It gave the spectator a newfound 
responsibility. That responsibility as an audience member is something particu-
larly salient about to the experience of watching Abaddon.

WIFE doesn’t tell you what the show is about, or what you should 
come away with.  Each audience member arrives with their own particu-
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ITCH OUIJABOARD ORACLE TRANSMISSION 
12: The Big Throw Down. I do give her credit for 
showing up and working hard on her dancing 
though... and noticed a recent Enquirer headline: 
“Bristol to mom: I’m more popular than you.”  
Even though it was a competition structure that 
we had come up with together, with many random 
elements, the winner still felt a great validation 
from being chosen, and the loser was devastated. 
It ended up being much more than a game. 
This excess has a function, and that function is 
the exercise of a kind of freedom - a freedom 
to not be reduced to a scheme of conformity, 
dominance or obedience. i, for one, can’t seem to 
shake somewhat of a socialist romantic notion of 
sharing. I think of myself more as a collaborator 
than a competitor. That’s my general orientation 
towards life, especially in art making. Trusting, 
with soft attention, the movements of the body as 
it passes under gravity and through time - without 
judging the imagination that creates a follow-
through. Intellectually I am often disgusted by the 
very thing that I physically love. And so it goes. 
Even though I refuse to kick the ball up the field, 
I need something outside of myself to run up 

against. Otherwise, it’s just me screaming into the 
void. I find myself arguing between following my 
impulses and studying the rules of a universe with 
which I am not familiar. I decide not to play, not 
to win. To forget the game as it has been taught 
to me and instead create sustaining movements 
and actions. No one hit wonders. I feel all this 
generative desire in me. Desire to produce, even at 
the speed of some TV shows (creating something 
in just an intensive week of rehearsal). Desire to 
show that dance is not a sport and that we can 
enjoy an arm moving with consciousness...I read 
some of the cover letters. All of them stress how 
the applicant is the best-suited person for the 
job. A lot of them are out of work. As each dancer 
enters into and traverses the disorienting task, 
something occurs when the limit is transcended 
- the familiar in-and-out momentariness of the 
breakthrough, like perforations in a fabric; stars 
appear in the dome of sky casting light from the 
other side. Meg Wolfe, Eric Kupers, Ashley Hunt, 
Arianne Hoffmann, Cheryl Banks-Smith, Barbara 
Dilley, Alexis A. Weisbrod, Keely Garfield, Vic 
Marks, Paige Tighe, Esteban Cardenas, Tim Devin, 
L. Martina Young

doNeSH olyaie iS a Writer, activiSt aNd dramaturg WitH aN mfa from yale 

ScHool of drama WitH dramaturgy creditS at yale repertory, SoutH coaSt 

repertory aNd ciNciNNati opera.  He iS baSed iN loS aNgeleS aNd WorKS aS 

a uNioN orgaNizer.

DONESH OLYAIE Postcards of Home: WIFE, Abaddon, and LA
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lar memories, background and upbringing.  The alchemical reaction that 
occurs during the performance is entirely dependent on the elements each 
person offers up. And like the most successful photomontage, the message 
is derived within the mind of the spectator. Abaddon is in a sense a perfor-
mative photomontage: A series of disparate snapshots cut together that the 
audience analyzes as it wishes.

 While interviewing WIFE, they shared their personal relationships 
with Los Angeles and the freedom it affords.  This is in no part due to the 
dynamism of our city.  The physical dimensions of Los Angeles force us to 
experience it in ways like a photomontage, pieced together from one neigh-
borhood to the next, from one center to another. In Los Angeles, we live 
in the montage. Taken as images, broken up into individual components, 
communities seem isolated and self-contained. But when juxtaposed against 
one another, we begin to see relationships that mirror the city in which we 
live and create: we observe, we synthesize, we reflect.

 Feb. 14, 2012. She crosses the stage on a diagonal until she arrives at a 
vanity downstage left. Sitting and staring at herself in the mirror, she be-
gins a dance that is immediate and visceral.  She is giving herself over, she 
is possessed.  I wonder, did she ask for this? I feel as though I am watching 
Pina Bausch’s Rite of Spring all over again, only this time the sacrifice is 
voluntary.

 Is this death spiritual or physical?

2012 / 2013

A PROGRAM OF PERFORMANCES FROM THE JUDSON DANCE THEATER 

ERA BY A NEXT GENERATION OF DANCE ARTISTS

WWW.REDANCEPROJECT.ORG

Ty Boomershine performing Katema choreographed and first performed by Lucinda Childs in 1978
Carmela Hermann-Dietrich performing Thoughts on Three Random Words applying Simone Forti’s 
Logomotion process and first performed in 1999
Eric Geiger performing Art & Life commissioned by Deborah Hay and first performed in 2011
Sara Wookey performing Trio A choreographed and first performed by Yvonne Rainer in 1966
For booking: info@redanceproject.org

photos courtesy of WIFE
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— FEBRUARY 25th, 2012
maya giNgery preSeNtS “Not for NotHiNg do We Wait” 

at tHe la coNveNtioN ceNter 

maya giNgery iS a multi-HypHeNated daNce artiSt-muSiciaN-actor-artiSt-

Writer-artS educator baSed iN loS aNgeleS, califorNia. SHe iS KNoWN for 

expreSSive daNce performaNceS tHat reflect tHe iNflueNce of poStmoderN 

daNce, taNztHeater, aNKoKu butoH, aNd NoH tHeatre. iN 1989 SHe begaN 

WorKiNg WitH body WeatHer laboratory, a movemeNt metHodology for 

exploratioN of tHe HumaN body/miNd created by japaNeSe avaNt-garde 

daNcer miN taNaKa.  Her faSciNatioN WitH tHe form KNoWN aS butoH led 

Her to japaN, WHere SHe met aNd Studied WitH taNaKa, aS Well aS major 

butoH artiStS Kazuo oHNo, aKiKo motofuji aNd otHerS. SHe alSo became 

a StudeNt of NoH tHeatre aNd iS NoW a member of tHe touriNg compaNy 

tHeatre NoHgaKu. Her Solo WorKS Have beeN SeeN iN japaN at aSbeSto-KaN 

toKyo, aNd iN tHe u.S. at HigHWayS performaNce Space la, SuSHi gallery, 

aNatomy riot, max 10, tHe Natural HiStory muSeum of loS aNgeleS, diavolo 

Studio, calartS, pieter paSd aNd otHerS.

MAYA GINGERY

LA has many performance venues, but is also generously filled with an 
untold number of parking lots and abandoned fields. Dancers, choreographers 
and performance artists have often taken advantage of buildings, alleys, vacant 
lots, unnamed urban spaces and historic architecture to create site-specific 
works that are responsive to LA’s urban landscape.

On February 25th, 2012 musician, choreographer and performance artist 
Maya Gingery presented Not for Nothing Do We Wait at the LA Convention 
center.  Described as, “a dance to the status quo,” it called on its audience to 
engage or disengage with its questioning of space and time in an unforgiv-
ing landscape of concrete and human frailty. Along with Maya Gingery, the 
performance featured dancers/movers Alexa Weir, Jillian Stein, Jos McKain, 
Ally Voye, Odeya Nini, Amanda Furches, Busy Gangnes, and violist Kristina 
Haraldsdottir and was a part of curator Deborah Oliver’s “Unspace Ground” 
performance event for the College Art Association’s Conference at the Con-
vention Center.

Brian Getnick: I’m intrigued by the title of your dance piece Not for Nothing 
Do We Wait. Could you explain its meaning?

Maya Gingery: Something I read said that the status quo is about self interests 
which come together to stop change. Then there is a positive aspect: even 
though the status quo represents the inability to change, there are some situa-
tions where people are willing to wait it out because they know that if you just 
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wait long enough something will change.
bg: So waiting is tactical.
mg: There are two ways of thinking of it. For example, Taiwan wants to 

separate from China but Taiwan knows that if it just waits long enough, even-
tually it will become its own country because China can’t hold out forever.

bg:  How did those interests translate into making dance?
mg: My piece is, in a way, a response to the political climate at the moment, 

which is very deadlocked. I wanted to respond to the feeling of being stuck 
by taking a group of performers and putting them through some actions that 
represented, in both a visual and spatial sense, what the Status Quo is in terms 
of people not being able to move because they’re blocked by certain boundar-
ies and limitations.

bg: Showing being blocked through the choreography?
mg:  The choreography, the way they move through space. Let me walk 

you through the piece. In the beginning they’re coming in very slowly and I 
wanted it to be synchronized and slow to show a representation of time pass-
ing. They’re all in a similar grey uniform and carry the same prop, a suitcase. 
The other idea behind coming in slowly is in Noh Theater, which I studied, 
the main character always enters across a long bridge. He’s always traveling 
from somewhere. As a theatrical device, the traveler brings the audience into 
the universe that the play will create. That’s always the beginning of the Noh 
Play. A slow travel into space.

So the beginning had an everyman look to it, the look of the Status Quo. 
When they reached a pre-designated area, they would have a synchronized 
choreography coming from an emotional sense of arriving at a destination. 
They run forward and then find a limitation that they have to react to.

bg:  It’s not a limitation we, the audience, can see. It’s something expressed 
through their bodies. Is it like a pantomime?

mg: It’s not pantomime, it’s an internal reaction to a space.
bg:  They’re not pretending a wall is there?
mg: No, the choreography is abstract, but the motion of reaching as high 

as you can is a human emotion and action. It’s dance choreography in terms 
of technique and methodology, a release methodology: they do that action of 
tension, release, tension, release...and a counting of time. Then they come up 
against that limitation and they drop the suitcase as if their energy has given 
out. That happens four times. When they reach the central area, they open up 
the suitcase and find clothing. This begins a set of actions and a monologue 
around a set of questions that the clothing is meant to provoke.
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bg:  This a theatrical moment?
mg: Structured improvisation. I gave them a structure to work with and 

they had to come up with this story. Each time I met with them, I gave them 
some ideas and examples. Over the course of our six week rehearsal process, 
they worked on these and at the end I asked them what they would talk 
about.

bg:  At those rehearsals, I saw this moment of them improvising as a break 
from what had been a coordinated group of slow movers. Suddenly they’re 
fractured into eight different plays, with eight simultaneous monologues. The 
sound of your dancers talking emerged as an unintelligible chatter. In contrast, 
on the day of the actual performance, when I saw you giving your monologue, 
these women came up to you and began nodding their heads in agreement. 
Did you anticipate this?

mg:  I didn’t, but part of the structure was to attract an audience. So I told 
them, If you see a group of people try to get them to come over and listen, 
talk to the people near you. If no one is around, talk to a tree, but direct your 
monologue to someone or something.  But this wasn’t possible for everyone. 
People got a little stressed out about that. What happened to me, I wanted to 
have happen for everyone.

bg:  You have experience working outside in site-specific work. What are 
the kinds of things you wanted your dancers to have in mind performing in an 
unpredictable environment?

mg: I told them that anything is possible, something will go wrong, be 
flexible, and that nothing is written in stone. Go with whatever is happening. 
If you get to a point when you can’t find your partner or your clothes fall off, 
just keep moving. There’s a waltz section where they were supposed to spin in 
circles and pick up clothing from the ground, and if they couldn’t find it I said, 
just keep moving.

bg:  So you built within the choreography a structure for re-finding the 
score? Is score about the location of bodies in space?

mg: A score is an organization of events in time. I would call what I did a 
score because I used time very specifically like a musical score.

bg:  So you built structures in order for them to re-find their unification. If 
they got lost, you built in ways out.

mg:  Oh yes, it would have been complete chaos without those.
bg: Tell me about what you were invited to do that day and then tell me 

what actually happened.
mg: We were invited to create a site-specific piece in front of the LA 7574



bg: It was the site reflected in the body.
mg: Yes, we were embodying the site. In the third section I wanted to fill 

the plaza with bodies, that the bodies would be like bees, moving around in 
that space with the music, but we were limited by the basketball game.

bg:  And they stopped at a certain time. I saw that they were blocking you 
and I said to Deb, Deb, do you think we could ask the basketball players to 
move back three feet? And she said: Maya knows exactly what she’s doing, 
she’s prepared for this, just watch. And she was right, I thought this was great, 
that she was confident about you and trusted you and them too. No one said 
anything, but then all of a sudden the chaos around you stopped. There was 
this very intense moment when all eyes were upon you.

mg: I had no idea. I was inside the piece and I was concerned about the 
dancers, I couldn’t see everyone.

bg:  I’m thinking of the way this piece was saved by the choreography–by 
relying on something that wasn’t so dependent on place. The choreography 
first exists within the rehearsal space, which is a non-space because it’s not the 
place of the actual performance.  Alternately, do you think it would be help-
ful to prepare your dancers by putting them through a boot camp of sorts, to 
put the choreography through the ringer by bringing them to busy chaotic 
spaces? Just have them do it...

mg:  If we had the time yes, I think so, but it’s not easy to get a pick-up 
company to be in the same space. But, no one quit and most of them were 
into the piece...

bg: Is that the measure of a good ensemble?
mg: In a way.
bg:  What did you do to build ensemble, to make them a unit?
mg: What are you driving at with ensemble?
bg: What was so impressive to me about this piece, and what I think would 

be tremendously helpful to other performance artists to have seen, was how 
the rehearsing of a choreographed structure makes you visible in entropy. If 
you are performing outside of an art or dance sanctioned space, you should 
expect entropy

mg: Later, they asked me what the essence of the piece was. I said, the only 
way to change is to change. You can’t legislate change.  You have to actually 
change yourself for change to start. To artists it’s not that difficult.

bg: What I think you’re saying is that in the political sphere or larger 
sphere of the world, if you want to enact change, you must do it internally 
first, before you legislate it. In the piece are you modelling that value?

Convention Center along with several other performance pieces. The whole 
thing was choreographed. My piece was planned to maneuver around the 
other performers. I proposed that my piece would use the whole plaza and 
I wanted my dancers to move around the other objects and installations. 
These were installations and durational spectacles. Little islands of activity 
and art in front of a large wall arranged in a semicircle.  We showed up two 
hours before it started and an official was there from the College Art Associa-
tion and he was saying, I’m sorry, the fire marshal won’t allow you to do this 
in front of the main entrance and also the Convention Center doesn’t want 
it. And Deb* said, but this was all arranged ahead of time, we had a map, this 
was planned out. And he said, We didn’t expect this to be so planned out, 
we expected something more spontaneous! When you design a piece with 
45 artists and 15 pieces you need structure. You can’t just show up and say, 
whoopee let’s do something.

bg:  So there was a crisis and you had to shift gears and everyone went 
forward.

mg: I think this is the beautiful thing about artists, we’re very used to hav-
ing to adapt easily to unfortunate circumstances.

bg:  And indignity.
mg: Yes, that too. But you adapt and go with it. This is professionalism, 

whatever happens, you do it.
bg: And your dancers were relying on you to lead them through this 

crisis?
mg: It happened, we did it.
bg:  Now, you are in a completely different situation than you expected. 

What I saw surrounding you that day were clusters of different artist groups 
that blended together. Everywhere you looked, there was an intense amount 
of color and movement.  Surprisingly, your performance was very visible in 
that circus-like atmosphere.

mg: I chose to have the piece reflect the site as much as possible, rather 
than be a colorful object placed within the concrete and glass hardscape. I 
chose for us to look like the Convention Center so we were dressed in grey 
and were stiff.

ITCH OUIJABOARD ORACLE TRANSMISSION 

13: The Magic Rabbit. Given chalk or pencils 
or crayons or even pen, our walls by our beds 
became tomes of our lives. The joys of spring: 
(humping) and (teasing). On a soda bottle: your 
sissy children save the world from you! The 
somatic action can happen in a public context 
or a private space. Start where you are most 

comfortable maintaining a connection to your 
body and set a specific amount of time to allow 
the action to occur. Make sure on-lookers are 
doing their job at all times. Sometimes hey 
get feisty and deny their role. C.O. Moed, Kate 
Bergstrom, CA Conrad, Melinda Buckwalter, 
Arianne MacBean.
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mg: No, I don’t think so. I think, rather, that when you create something 
you just base it on what your feelings are, and what ultimately it becomes 
or how it affects the world, you don’t know. There was a hope that some-
thing would form itself out of the way I was playing with time and space and 
bodies around a concept. I hoped that something would change, that people 
would see that happening in that piece and would understand something 
about their own self-interests. There were eight different people with dif-
ferent personalities in my piece. I like the sound of the eight different plays 
happening at the same time, orally and visually.

*L.A. based curator, educator, and artist 
Deborah Oliver is the founder of Irrational Exhibits, 
a recurring performance event in which  artists 
perform simultaneously in a spacious, immersive 

environment that changes [audiences] from de-
tached viewers to live participants.

irrationalexhibits.com

ITCH OUIJABOARD ORACLE TRANSMISSION 
14: The Brakes. The Breaks: The best days are 
the days when everyone forgets about going to 
work. There is too much to do. Five year break 
No performing No making dance Edit out seeing 
dance as much as possible. On all fours, you buck 
your back suddenly and then back up. Sitting 
on you when you do, I fling forward and catch 
myself on spread palms before face hits floor. 
Game: Re-frame risk, danger and effort as rest 
(I think I might fly).  #occupyFailureToDisperse 
#occupyFailureToDisperse #occupyFailureT
oDisperse #occupyWhatTheFuckingTimeIsIt 
#occupyNapAllDayLong #occupySoreShoulders 
#occupyDiscomfort #occupyFriends. In this age 
of excess, choose to do and produce less; look 
instead to what already exists and raise the 
temperature on those masses idling in the corner. 
Burn the institution to the ground for the love 
of all of us. Are you willing? Does interpretation 
preclude interrogation? Can there be interpretive 
interrogation? Interrogative interpretation? we 
drink a six pack. what if the eyes can touch and 
the hands can see? we learn some lines from 
iron man, the movie. Resisting the conformity 
of linear progression in favor of circumlocutions 
and digressions; moving through a narrative 
sideways, diagonally, in retrograde; eschewing 
the logic of the obvious in favor of the implied 

and speculative, the ellipsis is poetic, reflexive, 
performative, queer, ambivalent. // When no laws 
are broken, are the cops or the state permitted to 
police morality? Are two women expressing queer 
love an image which corrupts children? Cautionary 
lore became my bag; I got into it and kept getting 
into it. It started with The Flying Dutchman (again 
- forget Disney for goddess’ sake) and ended with 
The Salmon Woman of Deception Pass. Going 
up- going down/ no matter- she will go with you 
and tell you beautiful things, plant in your mind 
small perfect words that you will carry into your 
day. Her next pause is where the bridge meets 
the edge of the noh stage, a space that is always 
the same in dimension and character. She pauses 
there, long enough for us to wonder if she’ll ever 
move again. Her socks never dried & never walked 
on their own. Even though the bones healed. Even 
though not-so-close friends came to her room and 
helped her rearrange her bed. this b-side - an act 
that acts as part of its lyric. Bird time is short... and 
“especially if it’s a parakeet...” Her mom would 
come in parakeet time, I started to say. Olive 
Mckeon, Sara Wookey, Hana van der Kolk, Mikal 
Czech, Taisha Paggett, Kate Mattingly / Macklin 
Kowal, Alison D’amato, Sara Wolf, J. Dellecave, 
Stacy Dawson Stearns, Sarah Day, Maya Maverik, 
Exquisite corpse/Stephanie Skura, Julie Tolentino, 
D. Sherwood. 

briaN getNicK, borN 1976, utica NeW yorK, iS a performaNce artiSt aNd 

Sculptor liviNg iN loS aNgeleS. iN 2004, He received HiS mfa iN fiber aNd 

material StudieS at tHe ScHool of tHe art iNStitute of cHicago. iN 2008 He 

WaS NomiNated for tHe fourtH aNNual performaNce prize iN treNto italy 

tHrougH tHe galleria civica. SiNce tHeN He HaS performed iN coNtextS 

raNgiNg from queer NigHt clubS to red cat; tHe roy aNd edNa diSNey Hall 

SHoWcaSe for performaNce art. dedicated to HiS city aNd to eNabliNg tHe 

WorK of felloW aNgeleNo performaNce artiStS, He HaS receNtly lauNcHed 

Native StrategieS, a loS aNgeleS focuSed performaNce art jourNal aNd 

SHoWcaSe.

taNya rubbaK iS a multidiScipliNary artiSt aNd grapHic deSigNer baSed 

oN loS aNgeleS. SHe createS WorK iN collaborative SettiNgS, focuSiNg oN 

publicatioNS aNd performative priNted matter. SiNce 2008 SHe HaS beeN a 

SeNior lecturer at otiS college of art aNd deSigN. SHe HaS aN mfa from 

califorNia iNStitute of artS iN grapHic deSigN aN a ba from uNiverSity of 

peNNSylvaNia iN literature.
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       thank you

Native Strategies thanks all the artists who participated in our series and 
who were interviewed for this journal: Hana van der Kolk, Jmy James Kidd, 
Nick Duran, Prumsodun Ok, Ryan Heffington and all at the Sweat Spot, 
Nacho Nava, Meg Wolfe, Taisha Paggett, Gregory Barnett, Nina McNeely, 
Kristen Leahy, Jasmine Albuquerque Maya Gingery, Anna B. Scott, Simone 
Forti, Ryan Kelly, and Sara Wookey.

Thank you writers, interviewers and editors: Jared Baxter, Alison 
D’Amato, Stacy Dawson Sterns, Donesh Dolyaie, Olive McKeon, Jos McK-
ain, Jeremy Oversier and Sammy Loren.

To the many people who helped produce these shows including Debo-
rah Oliver, Lou Becker, Alison Karmen, Jed and Chris, Dino Dinco, Sara 
Wolf, Arianne Hoffman, Marcus Kuiland Nazario, Family and Friends.

 Thank you Geneva Skeen, Robert Crouch and Carol Stakenas at Los 
Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions (LACE) and to Jillian Stein, Ryan Kelly, 
Brennan Gerard, and Emily Beattie for their participation and support of 
this issue’s launch party.

       about

Native Strategies is a five-year study of contemporary performance 
modalities through the creation of 10 differently themed performance series 
and 10 uniquely designed journals. Our goal in creating NS is to assert that 
a spectrum of specific practices are at play in Los Angeles and that diversity 
provides the most compelling and complex picture of our city’s cultural 
output. In this sense, NS is a taxonomical project with the aim of mapping 
out precise frameworks for responding to different types of performance. 
Yet, bringing attention to a multiplicity of forms challenges the historical 
tendency to allow certain ones to become monolithic. Native Strategies is 
here as a vehicle for a more truthful telling of the story of LA performance 
art between the years 2011 and 2016 and to use this research as the as the 
basis for a book, each journal becoming a separate chapter.

 To understand what performance art in LA is, we need to look outside 
of our immediate communities, to meet people we don’t know yet, and to 
stretch across the terrain. Reach out to us at:

www.nativestrategiesla.com     
nativestrategiesla@gmail.com
All photos, unless otherwise noted, were taken from stills of the shows 

from The Next Steps series.


